The Mantra “Aum”
The Mantra “Aum” is aksara. It means imperishable, indestructible, undecaying. In the word
aum, three letters are involved. They are “a”, “u” and “m”. A is the beginning of the alphabet.
Creation begins from here. “u” is the continuity of speech and “m” puts an end to
communication. All the alphabets and words melt into these three alphabets. As “Aum” is the
supremacy of over other letters, it is considered as – the God as well as the Self

Prayers of Patanjali
Yogen cittasya padena vāchām
Malam śarĩrasya ca vaidyakena
Yopākarottam pravaram munĩnām
Patanjalim prānjalirānto’smi
Let us bow before the noblest of sages, Patanjali, who gave yoga for serenity and sanctity of
mind, grammar for clarity and purity of speech and medicine for perfection of health.
Abāhu purushākāram
Śankhachakrāsi dhārinam
Sahsra śirasam śvetam
Pranamāmi patanjalim
Let us prostrate before Patanjali, an incarnation of Adisesa, whose upper body has human form,
whose arms hold conch, a disc and a sword and who is crowned by thousand headed cobra.
Yastyaktvā rūpamādyam prabhavati jagato’ nekadhānugrahāya
Praksinakleśarāśirvisamavisadharo’ nekavaktrah subhogĩ
Sarvajnāna prasūtir bhujaga parikarah, prĩtaye yasya nityam
Devohĩsah sa vovyāt sitavimal tanur yogado yogayuktah
Let us prostrate before Lord Adisesa, who manifested himself on earth as Patanjali, to grace
human race with health and harmony.
Let us prostrate before Lord Adisesa of the myriad serpent heads and mouths carrying noxious
poisons, discarding which he come to earth as single headed Patanjali, in order to eradicate
ignorance and vanguish sorrow.
Let us pay our obeisance to Him, repository of all knowledge, amidst his attendent duty.
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Let us pray to the Lord, whose promordial form shine with pure and white effulgence, pristine in
body, a master of yoga who bestows on us his yogic light to enable mankind to rest in the house
of the immortal soul.

Prayer of Guru
Gurur brahmā gurur visnu gurur devo maheśvarah
Guru sākshāt param brahma tasmai śri gurave namah
The Guru is Brahma, the creator Himself. The Guru is Visnu, the preserver. The Guru is great
God Siva, the destroyer. The Guru is Supreme Brahman, Lord of Lords. To the divine Guru, I
bow.
Brahmānandam param sukhadam kevalam jnānamurtim
Dvandvātĩtam gaganasadrśam tattvamasyādi laksyam
Ekam nityam vimalamachalam sarvadhĩ sāksibutam
Bhāvātĩtam triguna rahitam sadgurum tam namāmi
I bow to Guru is the embodiment of the bliss of Brahman, the giver of the greatest beatitude. He
is the absolute. He is the personification of the highest knowledge. He is beyond the dualities. He
is as vast as sky. He aims at to become one with Lord. He is only one and eternal. He is pure and
stable. He witnesses everything that is happening. He is unattached and above all. He is free
from three qualities, sattva, rajas and tamas. I bow down to that true and real Guru.

Prayers of Ganesha
VAKRA TUNDA MAHĀ KĀYA
SŪRYA KOTI SAMAPRABHA
NIRVIGHNAM KURU ME DEVA
ŚUBHA KĀRYESU SARVADĀ
“Oh! Elephant-faced Ganeśa, Mighty One! Thy effulgence is equal to a billion suns! Forever
remove, I pray thee, all impediments in the path of my auspicious deeds.”
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Prayers of Visnu
ŚĀNTĀKĀRAM BHUJAGA-ŚAYANAM
PADMANĀBHAM SUREŚAM
VIŚVĀDHĀRAM GAGANA-SADRŚAM
MEGHA-VARNAM ŚUBHĀNGAM
LAKSMĪ-KĀNTAM KAMALA-NAYANAM
YOGIBHIR-DHYĀNA-GAMYAM
VANDE VISNUM BHAVA-BHAYĀHARAM
SARVA-LOKAIKA-NĀTHAM
We meditate upon the Master of the Universe, Lord Visnu, who is ever peaceful, who lies on the
great serpent-bed, from whose navel springs the lotus of creative power, who is the controller of
the gods, whose form is the entire universe, who is all-pervading as the sky, of the hue of the
cloud, of fascinating beauty, the Lord of Laksmī, the lotus eyed, he who dwells in the hearts of
the yogis and who can be approached and perceived though meditation who is the destroyer of
the fear of Samsāra.

Prayers of Peace
AUM SA HA NĀVAVATU SA HA NAU BHUNAKTU
SA HA VĪRYAM KARAVĀVAHAI TEJASVINĀVADHĪTAMASTU
MĀ VIDVISĀVAHAI AUM ŚĀNTIH ŚĀNTIH ŚĀNTIH
May He protect both of us
May He guide both of us
May we work together, with vigor,
May our study be brilliant,
May there be no dislike between us
Aum peace, peace, peace.

Yoga
Alokya sarvaśāstrāni vicārya ca punah punah
Idamekam sunispannam yogaśāstram param matam
Having studied all scriptures and sciences, and thought them over again and again, one comes to
the conclusion that the art and science of yoga is the only true and firm doctrine.
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Surrernder to Lord
Prayers after the Practice and worship
Kāyena vāchā mansendriyairvā
buddhyātmanāvā prakrte svabhāvāt
Karomi yadyat sakalam parasmai
Nārāyanānayeti samarpayāmi
Whatever I do by my body, speech, mind or sense organs and organs of action or through my
intellect or impulsively, I offer all that to God and surrender to Him who is highest.
Harih AUM!
Atmasatakam (Song of Soul)
Mano buddhyahamkāra cittani nāham
Na ca śrotrajivhe na ca ghrānanetre
Na ca vyomabhumirna tejo na vāyuh
Cidānandarūpah Śivoham Śivoham II 1 II
I ma neither ego nor reason, I am neither mind nor thought,
I cannot heard nor cast into words, nor by smell nor sight ever caught;
In light and wind I am not found, nor yet in earth and skyConsciousness and joy incarnate, Bliss of the Blissful am I.
Na ca prāna samjno na vaipancvāyur
Na vā sapta dhāturna vā panckosah
Na vākpānipādau na copsthapāyū
Cidānandarūpah Śivoham Śivoham II 2 II
I have no name, I have no life, I breathe no vital air,
No elements have moulded me, no bodily sheath is my liar;
I have no speech, no hands and feet, nor means of evolutionConsciousness and joy am I, and bliss in dissolution.
Na me dvesa rāgau na me lobhamohau
Mado naiva me naiva mātsarya bhāvah
Na dharmo na cārtho na kāmo na moksah
Cidānandarūpah Śivoham Śivoham II 3 II
I cast aside hatred and passion, I conquered delusion and greed;
No touch of pride caressed me, so envy never did breed;
Beyond all faiths, past reach of wealth, past freedom, past desire,
Consciousness and joy am I, and bliss is my attire
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ESSENCE OF THE YOGA SUTRA OF PATANJALI
Astadala Yogamala Volume 1
I have been asked today to speak on Patanjali's Yoga Sutra. Patanjali was an immortal soul and I
am a mortal being. How can a mortal speak about the immortal words of an immortal soul?
Patanjali's words are original and eternal. My words on him may be .a duplicate or just a
repetition. Hence, I feel that I am too insignificant and not worthy to speak on Patanjali and his
work. Being myself on the first step of the ladder, or at 'A' in the alphabet of yoga, how can I
utter 'Z', the last letter of the alphabet, the zenith of yoga?
PATANJALI
Let me tell you a little about the background of Patanjali. He is said to have been born
sometime between 500 and 200 BC. Nobody can give the exact date because in India the dates
of the lives of the great sages were measured according to the grammer that was in vogue
during their time.
Patanjali was a svayambhu (born with one's own will power). Born of his own will like
Lord Krishna or Lord Rama, he was a fully evolved soul, gifted to us by God. His words and
sayings remain enchanting and fresh even now. I am sure it is going to be an all-absorbing
subject for centuries to come. He had no parents and according to Indian mythology was the
incarnation of Lord Adisesa.
Adisesa is a great King Cobra whose body is the seat of Lord Vishnu. It is said that once
Lord Shiva, the king of dance, invited Lord Vishnu and other deities to see his famous dance,
tandava nrtya. As Lord Shiva danced, Lord Vishnu became absorbed in it He began to vibrate
with the rhythm of the graceful movements of Lord Shiva. Lord Vishnu was seated on Adisesa,
the great cobra. The great King Cobra became breathless under the weight of the Lord, which
was increasing, and began gasping for air. When the dance came to an end, Adisesa felt the
lightness in the Lord's body. Amazed by this change of weight, he asked the Lord, "How is it that
you were so heavy when Lord Shiva was dancing and as soon as the dance finished you became
light?” Lord Vishnu replied, "I was so fully engrossed in His movements that my nerves and
body vibrated as if I myself were dancing. That is why you felt it". Seeing how impressed Lord
Vishnu was with the dance, Adisesa decided to learn the dance himseif.* However, Lord Vishnu
predicted, "You must wait Lord Shiva is going to ask you to do some work At that time you will
be incarnated on Earth and then you will learn dance".
*That is why many dancers in India pay respect to Patanjali as the father of dance.
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That time arrived and Lord Shiva asked him to write a commentary on grammar. Adisesa saw
that his Masters prediction had been realized and was overjoyed with the words of Lord Vishnu
and the grace of Lord Shiva. He began looking for a mother who was both a yogini and a
tapasvini (a woman who had done much yoga and fervent penance). He meditated and waited
to ﬁnd the right mother to accept him as a spiritual child and to allow him to realize his
aspirations. After some time he found Gaunika, who had no children and who had done
penance for several years. She was praying to the rising sun, saying “My time has come to an
end and whatever knowledge l have gathered it was only through you, O Sun God. As I have no
son or daughter to pass it on to, l return my knowledge to you”. She took some water to offer
as oblation, closed her eyes and prayed. As she opened her eyes to offer the water to the Sun
God, she saw a very tiny snake moving in the water that she was holding in her palms. At ﬁrst
she was terriﬁed and said, “What polluted water I have taken". As she was saying this, the tiny
snake at once assumed human form, prostrated and begged her to accept him as her son. She
accepted him as her son and named him Patanjaii — pata means fall and anjaLi' means the
folding of the hands during prayer. He is also known as Gaunika putra (son of Gaunika). Thus,
Patanjaii means “fallen into the palms at the time of prayer‘
As the young boy grew, Gaunika became more and more impressed by him and
transmitted her knowledge to him.
Eventually Patanjaii completed his ﬁrst duty, the commentary on grammar. “Then he
decided to learn dance. As he was learning dance the idea struck him that the various
movements of the body could be used for understanding the functions of the body. He studied
the system of the body, using the knowledge of matter, the elements and their qualities.
Through the study of the outer and inner body he brought out the system called Ayurveda.
Ayuh means life and veda means knowledge, so ayurveda is the knowledge of life, and not the
knowledge of medicine, as it is understood now. There is an important distinction between
understanding of life force and medicine. (Many scholars believe that the treatise written by
Patanjali on medicine is the famous Caraka Samhita and that Caraka was his pen name in his
work on ayurveda). Finally, he composed the aphorisms on yoga, known as the Yoga Sutra.
**In present times, it is very hard to imagine how one man could be a master of grammar, a
master of medicine and a master of yoga. Because of this, some western scholars have
conjectured that Pataniali, the author of a treatise on grammar based on the work of the
grammarian Panini, must have been the son of Panini. Nevertheless, the Indian tradition
considers that the three treatises on grammar, on medicine and on yoga are composed by the
same Patanjali.
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There are also stories on the teaching of sage Patanjali. It seems that he had one
thousand students who wanted to learn and understand his knowledge and experiences.

Patanjali consented to teach all the one thousand students at one time, but on one condition,
that he would impart lessons sitting behind a large screen.
He had said that nobody should see or peep through the screen and if they did so, then
all would be turned into ashes. The pupils agreed to his conditions and underwent training
without seeing their preceptor. On a particular day, out of these one thousand pupils, one
became very restless and inquisitive to see how one person could simultaneously teach one
thousand pupils. He was so excited that in his eagerness he forgot to take heed of his masters’
words and peeped through the screen. At once all the disciples were reduced to ashes.
Fortunately or unfortunately, on that very day, one disciple did not attend the class. He
later came to know that all his colleagues were reduced to ashes. As this pupil had not taken his
masters permission for his absence, Patanjali cursed him and he became a Brahma Raksasa (the
ghost of a brahmin who in his lifetime indulges in disdainful spirits).
The master was also happy that at least one of his pupils escaped this terrible fate.
Realizing his mistake the pupil approached the master with humbleness. He apologized to his
master for his absence and begged him to forgive his mistake. The sage was happy that at least
one of his disciples had escaped this dreadful fate. He blessed the disciple so that he could later
return to his original human fom. Then he guided his disciple to the secrets of yoga philosophy.
In this way the whole knowledge, which was going to be lost, was preserved and transmitted by
at least one disciple.
THE STRUCTURE OF YOGA SUTRA
The Yoga Sutra contains 196 aphorisms, classiﬁed into four pada or chapters.
With his highly evolved state of intellect Patanjali begins his Sutra "citta vrtti nirodhah.
We are nowhere near the consciousness or the source of consciousness atma) to know its
waves. He starts from the ﬁnest and minutest particle of prakrti' or nature to embrace purusa
(Self).*
*The soul is vast. Unless the skin and the self are brought closer to each other through
intelligence, the comprehension of this principle of Patanjali will remain difficult. So, your
practice has to become worthy.
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In the ﬁrst chapter, Patanjali explains the states and qualities of consciousness and
shows the ways to eradicate all ﬂuctuations or- movements through mental discipline (mano
sadhana). In this chapter he deals specially with evolved souls. He teaches them how to
maintain and sustain their evolved states of consciousness in order to experience the state of
aloneness (kaivalya).
It also gives methods for disciplining the consciousness (mind, intelligence and ego). As
Patanjali begins this chapter with the culture of the citta (consciousness), many call his method
raja yoga. Raja means a king. Citta being considered the king of the body, organs of action and
senses of perception, the yoga which deals with the consciousness is termed raja yoga. Patanjali
goes deeper than citta and makes one trace the king of the mind and consciousness — the seer.
In the second chapter, Pataniali comes down to guide unevolved souls. He explains the
lower vehicles of the consciousness (citta), like the senses of perception and mind, showing the
ways that they too can learn to become free and feel the Self. It is a chapter on action covering
abhyasa or effort in full.
In the third chapter, he speaks of the miraculous powers of yoga. These powers appear
as a signboard, proving that one is having the right approach. "Te samadhau upasargah
vyutthane siddhaya’. ( YS, lll.38): These attainments are impediments to samadhi, although
they are powers in active life. If the sadhaka is overwhelmed with the powers, he will be like a
person who, running to avoid the wind, gets caught in the whirlwind. He cautions the sadhaka
to be careful and remain non-attached to and uninterested in these miraculous powers and to
continue his sadhana He gives examples of those who were caught in the web of these powers
and those who were free from them. Nahusa, who belonged to the mortal world, became the
Lord of Heaven. Due to the misuse of his powers, he fell from grace and was sent back to earth
in the form of a snake. Urvasi became a creeper. Ahalya became a stone by Gautama's curse.
The yogi reaches the pinnacle of life when he is uninterested in power. Nandi, the bull, reached
Lord Shiva and became His vehicle. Matsyendra, the ﬁsh, became the greatest hatha yogi on
earth.
The fourth chapter explains the state of the sadhaka as a king amongst men. We learn
through this chapter that yoga is a means, an effort, a restraint and integration. It is a means to
practice what has to be practiced and learn what has to be learnt (abhyasa). Detachment is a
method of restraint to avoid what should be avoided and restrain what has to be restrained
(vairagya) Here Patanjali shows the difference between samadhi and kaivalya in samadhi, the
sadhaka experiences a state of oneness between seer and seeker, subject and object, the
observer and the observed, the doer and the observer. In kaivalya, not only does he express his
experiences but lives a dynamic illuminative state of life, moving in the world and performing
his day to day duties without himself getting involved in his work or with people.
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SAMADHI PADA
In the first chapter (Samadhi Pada), Patanjali goes beyond the mind and explains that citta
(consciousness) is like a box, which encases the mind, intelligence and ego (ahamkara) For the
sake of convenience and quick understanding, I use the word 'mind' for citta. Mind is made up
of sattva (luminosity), rajas (dynamism) and tamas (inertia). As our minds have three qualities,
our actions too have three qualities: white (sattva), grey (rajas) and black (tamas) the yoga
discipline takes one's mind and actions beyond these three qualities. They become neither
white, nor black or grey.
Karma asukla akrsnam yoginah trividham Itaresam (Y.S, IV.7).
A yogi's actions are beyond white, black and grey. The actions of others are white, black
or grey.
In that gunatita karma (action free from the qualities), the purusa appears in purity,
making the yogi experience the perennial knowledge of wisdom. This state is called samapatti
or samprajnata samadhi.
Samadhi is of two types, one is sabija and the other is nirbija. Bija means seed. Sabija
samadhi is achieved by deliberate efforts with a support or seed to hold on. This is divided into
savitarka, nirvitarka, savicara, nirvicara sananda and sasmita (see Table n. 12). Savitarka and
nirvitarka are the ways of contemplating on gross things and savicara and nirvicara on subtle
things. Sananda is the achievement of control of subtle senses and sasmita is the mastery of the
lower mortal self (asmita) Nirbija is without a seed. This contemplation is an experience without
deliberate efforts.
Table n. 12 - Classifications of samadhi
Samadhi
Sabija
(with seed)

Nirbija
(without seed)

Savitarka

Nirvitarka

(right analysis)

(without analysis)

Savicara
(right reflection)

Nirvicara

Sananda

(without reflection) (unalloyed bliss)
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Sasmita
(sense of sattvic
individuality)

Each person has a particular quality of mind. The particular qualities of mind are five: dull
(muda), lazy (ksipta) oscillating (vikspta) steady (ekagra) and the one beyond these four states
(niruddha). The mind, with its quality, moves and gets modified according to direct perception,
misperception, misconception, sleep and memory. Memory is the art of maintaining and
sustaining all the impressions of all above-mentioned supports. These movements and
modifications may be painful or non-painful. The painful ones are felt immediately and the nonpainful ones, which are hidden, may appear at a later time. Though purusa (Self) is pure, he gets
caught and moves in the spokes of joy and sorrow like a spider living in its web and becomes a
part of suffering.
What are these sufferings? One develops diseases, languor, doubt, carelessness, laziness,
self-indulgence, living in the world of illusion, failure to reach the aim, inability to maintain a
certain point after reaching it and dejection which may lead to negative thinking.
Avidya (ignorance or want of knowledge and understanding) is the mother of all
afflictions. Patanjali explains that right knowledge is earned either by direct perception
6oraiyaksa2 or through inference (anumana) or through testimony (agama) He concludes that
the best way to right understanding begins when we put an end to trials and errors. This direct
experience can be obtained through abhyasa and vairagya. Abhyasa is of three types. It may be
slow, middle or intense. It can be multiplied according to one's capability, energy and method
of action.
Practice involves long uninterrupted effort with zeal and passion for the subject, faith,
courage, steadiness, calmness, tenacity and perseverance. Just dragging on in life with negative
thoughts is to be avoided as these thoughts revolve around the six spokes: desire (kama) anger
(krodha) miserliness (lobha) infatuation (moha), pride (mada) and jealousy (matsaiya) If the
sadhaka is caught up in these turmoils, he finds it very hard to distinguish between mind and
self.
Patanjali shows ways in order to train the mind and to take it from negative health
towards positive health. The universal method of ethics leads towards positive health of not
only the body but also the mind. Hence, it is essential that the body is cleansed, the senses
sublimated, the mind purified for joyful consciousness to realize the Self. The principles of yama
and niyama are to be followed irrespective of class of birth, time, place or sex. When one
follows yama and niyama, one begins to cultivate qualities such as friendliness, compassion, joy
and indifference (when necessary). The proper judgment of these qualities helps to diffuse the
citta, not only in one's behavior with others, but also in society. Be friendly to one and all
irrespective of -their happy positions so that you cultivate freedom from jealousy. Be
compassionate to those who are in need. Be joyous when someone is better than you are and
be happy with yourself when you see that you are placed in a better position than many. If
someone does a bad act, guide him and if he does not change, even with repeated guidance,
then show indifference.
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Patanjali shows ways of restraining the consciousness.First he advises one to surrender
to God and he explains the characteristics and qualities of God. He says that God is free from all
afflictions and untouched by actions or their fruits. He considers God as the "first teacher, "the
teacher of all teachers" and wants the sadhaka to reach Him. God is unconditioned by time,
place and space. He is represented by the sacred syllable aum. This aum should be known
through japa (prayer), artha (meaning) and bhavana (feelings). This helps to release the mind
from the intellectual and emotional upheavals and transforms one to experience the Self
(atmanubhava. atma = Self anubhava =experience).
The mind gets filled with serenity and insight. The purusa, which remained as avyaktan
(invisible Self), appears as a vyakta purusan (a visible Self). He is now in a seedless state (YS.,
IV.29-30).
SADHANA PADA
In the second chapter (Sadhana Pada) Patanjali explains the causes of unhappiness and
concludes that avidya is the source of all sorrows. Then he shows the ways for the conquest of
avidya.
As I have said earlier about the states, qualities and movements of the mind, Patanjali
guides the practitioner in this chapter to climb from the lowest step of the ladder to reach the
pinnacle or the highest state and to experience the unalloyed and untinged state of samapatti
prajna or samadhi He shows a method for this and calls it kriya yoga. Kriya is action or effort (abhyasa) He groups the eight petalled yoga into three tiers of tapas (penance), svadhyaya (Se 'study through direct perception and testimony) and isvara pranidhana (surrender to God).
He enumerates the five afflictions and says that they may be dormant, attenuated,
repressed or active. These afflictions are either the result of the past karmas, or caused during
the present life. The accumulated karma of past and present lives affects one later in this life or
sows the seed for the future birth, as cycles of birth and death.
In order to burn out these deposits of karma, Patanjali shows the way through kriya
yoga.
Yoga texts speak of three types of pain. They are self-abuse (adhyatmika) disharmony in
elements like tides, cyclones, drought and famine - either dry or wet (adhibhautika) and genetic
and allergic diseases (adhidaivika). The adhyatmika pains are caused when the body comes in
contact with the self. Patanjali advises us to be very careful to avoid the future pains. As joys
breed desires and non-fulfillment of desires breeds grief, he wants us to understand the words
'going with' or 'against' the current (paksa or pratipaksa bhavana) Evolution is paksa and
involution is pratlpaksa. They are also called prasava and pratiprasava. Prasava means evolution
or pravitti marga and pratiprasava is the opposite of evolution, involution or nivrtti marga.
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Evolution (prasava) is the process where the seer comes in contact with nature, nature
with mahat or cosmic intelligence, cosmic intelligence with the individual as consciousness
(citta) the five elements: ether (akaSa) wind (vayu), fire (tej) water (ap) and earth (prthvi), and
their qualities (tanmatra): sound (sabdha) touch (sparsa), form (rupa) taste (rasa)and odour
(gandha) the five senses of perception and five organs of action. Please know that citta covers
the mind (manes) intelligence (buddhi) and ego (ahamkara). The involution process
(pratiprasava) is the return journey, i.e. body to mind, mind to intelligence, intelligence to the
ego, ego to nature and nature to the seer. This stage of reverse journey is known as dhyana or
meditation.*

KRIYA YOGA SADHANA (THE PRACTICE OF THE YOGA OF ACTION)
Yama, niyama, asana and pranayama are involved in tapas Yama channels the organs of action
and niyama disciplines the senses of perception. Asana harmonizes the body, which is made of
five elements. Pranayama gives power over the special qualities of the elements; sound, touch,
sight, taste and odour.
Pratyahara and dharana are the thread for self-study. Pratyahara is the area for
stabilization of intelligence and dharana is the reverse journey or the retreat of the organs of
action and senses of perception, mind and intelligence, towards the Self. At this stage one
begins to get a glimpse of non-painful movements (vrtti'). These are:
- nirodha vrtti (restrained stable state of consciousness),
- prasanta vrtti (tranquil state of consciousness),
- samadhana vrtti (cheerful state of consciousness),
- ekagra vrtti (attentive state of consciousness), and
- divya vrtti (pure state of consciousness).
Citta being the minutest form of prakrti has to be made to merge in purusa. This is
dhyana Hence dharana and dhyana are called antaranga sadhana or the inner quest. These
methods are the subtle aspects of yoga. Surrender of the self (jivatma) to the Universal Self
(Paramatma) is Isvara pranidhana or the innermost quest. Here one loses one’s identity.
* For more details, see the author's Light on the Yoga Sutras of Patanjali Table 9, pp.
124-125. Harper Collins, London
Thus the journey from yama to dhyana ends in the river of tranquility, without any
ruffles, or like the sea without any waves. Citta is the sea and its vrtti (movements), are the
waves. In this river of tranquility (prasanta vahini), the sadhaka lives without variations; truth
that is eternal (dharma parinama), without qualities (laksana parinama) and without changes in
his own state at all times (avastha parinama). Here, the consciousness is isolated and the Self is
free of place, time or change.
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By following the disciplines of the second chapter even the unskilled person reaches the
highest knowledge — the splendor of illumination.
Thus Patanjali concludes touchingly, that the effect of this kriya yoga with all the steps
of the yogic ladder is that “not only are the impurities of the body and mind cleansed, but also
the light of wisdom dawns and replaces arrogance or pride by innocence (humbleness)".
Yoganganusthanat asuddhiksaye jnanadiptih avivekakhyateh (Y.S., II.28).

SIDDHI (ACCOMPLISHMENT)
In the third chapter (Vibuti Pada), after explaining dharana, dhyana and samadhi, Patanjali deals
with the miracles which come as by-products. It is said that a perfect yogi has knowledge of
time, stars, and planets and of the future. He knows the workings of the mind of others. He
knows everything that is knowable. In this sense he is the all-knower, but he will not be the
seed of knowledge. He gets asta siddhi or eight supernatural powers. He can become light or
heavy, small or large. He can become powerful and acquire all possessions. He can be the Lord
of everything and keep anything under his control.
Patanjali emphasizes that the yoga sadhaka should put aside all these achievements,
unmindful of these miracles if he wants to pursue his spiritual quest He must understand this by
living in the moment, without being caught in the sequence of moments, so that the
intelligence becomes as pure as self. Then, he experiences kaivalya or turiyavastha. Otherwise,
he is caught in the net of these powers and loses all, if that happens, then he has to restart yoga
as a raw beginner.
KAIVALYA PADA
The fourth chapter (Kaivalya Pada) explains the state of aloneness. In this modern world of
science and technology, we speak of hybrid seeds and fine pedigrees. Patanjali says that the
kaivalya state can be experienced through birth (janma), drugs (ausadha) incantations (mantra)
burning zeal in efforts (tapas) and supreme meditation (samadhI).
A farmer builds beds from one field to the other for the water to soak in and then takes
the water to the adjoining field by breaking that bed. Man may make or mar his progress
through karma good or bad. As weeds are removed from the land after ploughing for the crops
to grow healthily, good action leads to a spiritual life and bad action binds one to the world.
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'Ego (ahamkara) is the root cause (mulakarana) for good or bad actions. Yoga removes
the weeds of the mind and leads one to trace its source. This source is the root mind. This root
mind is the seat wherein all the latent impressions (purva samskara) are stored and create
various minds in one personality. When this source mind is traced by abhyasa, the sadhaka is
free from deposits. It is only the various facets of that single mind that makes one accumulate
the imprints of actions. These actions rebound with reactions, as cause and effect, creating
white, black or grey actions. When the single mind or the big mind is traced, the yogi is free
from all the residues of karma and becomes a desire less person. There are no spokes left for
aspirations or actions or fruits. He acts without movements, modifications or modulations.
Everything comes to an end. He is a perfect yogi.
As the wick, oil and flame form into a light, all diversities cease to exist and unity settles
between his word, work and wisdom. His knowledge becomes total and full. For others, the
object may be one, experience may be another and words may be quite different as their
knowledge and understanding change due to their limitations.
An accomplished yogi distinguishes the changing knowledge of the consciousness from
the changeless understanding of the Self. He does the work of the world as a witness uninvolved and uninfluenced. As rows of mirrors reflect the same object, the single mind
perceives the objects and reflects them like a crystal. It is known as bimba - pratibimba svarupa
(bimba means a reflecting mirror and pratibimba means the re-reflection of the first mirror on
the second mirror).* All speculations, deliberations and discriminations come to an end and
liberation (moksa) is experienced.
* See Vacaspati MiSra, Tattva Vaisarad II.17.
He lives in the experience of discriminative knowledge (vidya)without any tinge of lust,
anger, greed, infatuation, pride and malice, This is rtambhara prajna- truth-bearing knowledge
and seasoned awareness that leads towards virtuous awareness or religious awareness
(dharmamegha Samadhi). This intelligence, which is free from the veil of all doubts, becomes
eternal knowledge. This exalted intelligence and wisdom perennially flows in the yogi like
torrential rain, without affecting him. This is kaivalya or the final emancipation of the yogi.
I conclude quoting from sage Vyasa's comments on the Yoga Sutra.."Yoga is the teacher
to learn, start yoga to live in yoga, develop yoga by yoga and comprehend yoga through yoga.*

* See Vyasabhasya
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THE YOGA SUTRA OF PATANJALI - GEMS OF WISDOM*

Astadala Yogamala Volume 1 by B.K.S. Iyengar

Patanjali's gems of wisdom are a treatise on man's quest for the sight of the Self. It is divided into
four chapters: Samadhi Pada, Sadhana Pada, Vibhuti Pada and Kaivalya Pada.
In the first chapter, the purpose of life is explained. The second deals with essential and
methodical discipline for evolution in oneself. The third takes us further towards an intricate and
intensive sadhana for sighting the Self, whereas the fourth sings the song of the Self, to savour its
nectar.
SAMADHA PADA
(Chapter on Total Absoption)
I.1
I.2
I.3
I.4
I.5
I.6
I.7
I.8
I.9
I.10
I.11
I.12
I.13
I.14
I.15
I.16
I.17

I.18
I.19

The treatise on the discipline of yoga for enlightenment begins now, with auspiciousness.
Yoga is the cessation of movements in the consciousness.
When consciousness is silent, the seer (atma) radiates in his own grandeur.
At other times, the seer becomes entangled with the objects seen by the consciousness.
Consciousness has fivefold waves, painful or non-painful, cognisable or uncognisable.
The fivefold waves of consciousness are caused by correct knowledge, incorrect knowledge,
imaginative knowledge, sleep and memory.
Correct knowledge is dependent upon direct perception, inference and authoritative scriptural
testimony.
Incorrect knowledge is mistaking the identity of one thing for the other or one object for
another.
Fanciful or imaginative knowledge is that which is devoid of substance.
Sleep is the non-feeling of mutations in the mind.
Memory is the recollection of expressions and experiences without colouration.
Practice (abhyasa) and detachment (vairagya) are the means to still the consciousness.
Practice is an effort to still the mind's fluctuations in order to silence the consciousness.
Long, uninterrupted, alert practice is the firm foundation for stabilizing the consciousness.
Keeping the consciousness detached from desires helps one to practice with perseverance.
When the intelligence of the head and the intelligence of the heart are clean and clear, one
develops to reach true renunciation.
Practice and renunciation develops four types of awareness in the consciousness. These are
vitarka, vicara, ananda and asmita. I have prefixed sa (auspiciousness) for the sadhaka to use the
facets of intelligence auspiciously: savitarka(self-analysis), savicara (reasoning and reflection),
sananda (the feeling of delight) which is not just pleasurable (preya)but spiritual (.sreya)and
sasmita (the pure and divine state of being),
When pure consciousness is developed by practice, hidden impressions may shoot up and
disturb the purity of the consciousness.
Pure consciousness brings a bodiless state or a merging into nature, leading towards stagnation
in practice and/or isolation.

* The readers are requested to go through this translation or parts of it in one stretch. This will offer
them a clear insight on the author’s exposition of Yoga Sutra.
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I.20
I.21
I.22
I.23
I.24
I.25
I.26
I.27
I.28
I.29
I.30

I.31
I.32
I.33

I.34
I.35
I.36
I.37
I.38
I.39
I.40

I.41

I.42
I.43
I.44
I.45
I.46
I.47

Pursue yogic discipline with faith, vigour, memory, keen intellect and power of absorption to
experience the absolute consciousness.
For one who is sharp and extremely vehement in practice, the goal is instant
For those whose practices are mild, average or intense, it becomes time-bound.
Several ways are offered to restrain the consciousness. One is total surrender of oneself to God.
God is defined as ONE who is untouched by reactions of actions or by cause and effect
God is the seed of all knowledge.
He is the first and foremost preceptor of all preceptors, unconditioned by time.
He is represented in aum, which is termed as pranava.
This aum must be constantly uttered while feeling its full significance.
This develops pure consciousness and minimizes or eradicates obstacles.
The causes which obstruct serenity and purity of the consciousness are: disease, doubt,
carelessness, laziness, sense gratification, living in the world of illusion, inability to persist in
what is undertaken and being unable to maintain the achieved progress.
Besides these nine obstructions, sorrow, despair, depression, tremor of body, nervousness and
labored breathing run concurrently, distracting the consciousness further.
Single-minded effort is the only way to overcome these obstacles.
The effort begins in cultivating consciousness so as to become favorably disposed, serene and
benevolent through cultivation of friendliness, compassion, gladness and indifference
respectively, towards joy and sorrow, as well as virtue and vice.
Or/and by maintaining the quiet psychological state of consciousness that is felt after
exhalation;
Or/and by concentrating on an object that helps to maintain steadiness;
Or/and by meditating on a sorrow less, luminous, effulgent light;
Or/and by contemplating on enlightened beings who were and are free from attachment;
Or/and by reflecting on the knowledge obtained while one is in a sleepy, dreamy or wakeful
state.
Or/and by contemplating on an object or on an idea that is conducive to yogic practice.
By following the preceding various alternative methods of practice, according to one's physical,
mental and intellectual capacity, one develops the power to penetrate from infinitesimal
particles to infinitely great objects.
The practitioner experiences that the knower, the known and the instrument used to recognize
the knower is himself - the seer. He develops sensitivity, stability, choicelessness, stainlessness
and purity like a pure transparent jewel.
For him the word, with its meaning and with its knowledge, is molded to shine forth as new
knowledge (savitarka samadhi)
Consciousness loses its identity when memory is cleansed and purified. It becomes nonanalytical (nirvitarka samadhi)
Contemplation on subtle aspects of the elements of nature (tanmatras) whether deliberate or
non-deliberate, becomes savicara and nirvicara samadhi.
The subtlest component of nature is consciousness. When it dissolves on its own in the seat of
the Self, it is free from stain.
All these above mentioned methods of concentration and contemplation are with a seed or
support. They are known as sabija samadhi
Proficiency in non-deliberate contemplation leads towards the knowledge of the seer.
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I.48
I.49
I.50
I.51

When consciousness dwells in wisdom, there dawns direct spiritual perception.
This matured, truth-bearing wisdom is first-hand knowledge, or intuitive knowledge. (It does not
depend upon sutra1.7 from now on.)
With this new truth-bearing wisdom, a new life begins.
This has also to be relinquished to experience the seedless state of samadhi (nirbija Samadhi)

SADHANA PADA
(Chapter on Practice)
II.1
II.2
II.3
II.4
II.5
II.6
II.7
11.8
II.9
II.10
II.11
II.12
II.13
II.14
II.15
II.16
II.17
II.18
II.19
II.20
II.21
II.22
II.23

Discipline, study of the spiritual scriptures and surrender to God are the fountain for yogic
sadhana, termed as kriya yoga.
Through kriya yoga afflictions get reduced and it helps as a precursor to Samadhi
Lack of understanding, pride, attachment to attractions, aversion to pains and fear of death are
the five afflictions.
The mother of all afflictions is want of understanding. It may remain dormant or attenuated,
interrupted or fully active.
Accepting mundane things as permanent, impure things as pure and sensual pleasures as
spiritual, is lack of knowledge.
Assuming that the ego is the seer is pride.
Pleasure breeds desire.
Distress breeds hatred.
The urge for self-perpetuation and fear of death are the subtlest of all afflictions.
These afflictions have to be minimized and eradicated.
Brooding on afflictions leads to psychosomatic diseases. These thoughts get washed out by
meditation.
The latent imprints of accumulated actions form the cause and effect' in life.
The fruits of actions of previous lives shape the present birth, the span of life and the things to
be experienced.
Good or evil actions in the past qualify one for pleasant or non-pleasant experiences in the
present life.
The wise man knows that pleasant experiences have tinges of sorrow and keeps aloof from
them.
The pains that are yet to come can be prevented.
Association of the seer with the seen is the cause of distress. Avoidance of union between them
is the remedy for distress.
Nature, with its three guna (sattva, rajas and tamas) exists for the enjoyment of pleasures or for
the emancipation of man.
Nature has four divisions. They are differentiable and undifferentiable, phenomenal and
nominal.
Though the seer is pure, he witnesses nature without being reliant on it
Yet nature exists only to serve the seer so that he abides in his own pure state.
Nature is meant for the emancipation of the seer. The relationship ends when nature's job is
fulfilled, whereas it continues to affect ordinary souls.
Nature reminds the seer to discover his true Self.
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II.24
II.25
II.26
II.27
II.28
II.29
II.30
II.31
II.32
II.33
II.34

II.35
II.36
II.37
II.38
II.39
II.40
II.41
II.42
II.43
II.44
II.45
II.46
II.47
II.48
II.49
II.50
II.51
II.52
II.53
II.54

Lack of spiritual understanding is the cause of the false identification of the seer with the seen.
When the seer is separated from the seen, want of knowledge is vanquished. Emancipation or
kaivalya is explained.
All pains are avoided through uninterrupted awareness of discriminative knowledge.
This discriminative knowledge develops seven states of awareness: conquest of body, senses,
energy, mind, intelligence, consciousness and self.
Practice of yoga removes the cause of afflictions so that the crown of wisdom radiates in its own
glory.
Yoga is an eight-petalled discipline. These are yama, niyama, asana, pranayama, pratyahara,
dharaha, dhyana and samadhi
Moral injunctions (yama) are non-violence, truthfulness, non-stealing, continence and freedom
from greed.
The above five components of yama are universal vows unconditioned by place, time, class or
concept of duty.
Observance of cleanliness, contentment, discipline, spiritual study and devotion to God are
niyama.
Principles that run contrary to yama and niyama are to be encountered with knowledge and
awareness.
Pain are of three degrees - mild, medium and intense, caused by three types of behavior - direct
indulgence, provoked and abetted. They are motivated by greed, anger and delusion and they
have to be countered and corrected with right knowledge and behavior.
Non-violence in word, thought and action causes one to abandon one's hostile nature.
When one is established in truth, whatever one says happens.
Precious jewels come to one who is free from covetousness.
Spiritual knowledge flows through the observance of continence.
Knowledge of past and future lives shines like a mirror when one is free from greed.
Cleanliness develops disinterest in the pleasures of the world.
A cleansed body with a purified mind becomes a fit instrument for self-awareness.
Contentment brings an unmeasurable delight
Self-discipline (tapas) eradicates the impurities of body and mind and kindles the sparks of
divinity.
Self-knowledge (svadhyaya) Understanding of oneself, leads towards God-realisation.
Surrender to God induces samadhi. Or: Samadhi leads one towards God (Isvara pranidhana)
Perfection in asana brings firmness in body and benevolence in mind.
When the effort to perform becomes effortless, perfection in an asana is achieved.
From then on, the practitioner is undisturbed by dualities and is fit to begin pranayama
Pranayama is the regulation of the in breath and the outbreath.
Pranayama has three movements - deep and fine inhalation, retention and exhalation. They are
measured according to the space in the trunk, time and precision.
The fourth type of pranayama is a non-deliberate and an effortless one. It transcends the
previous three types and restrains (all external and internal) thought movements.
Pranayama removes the veil covering the light of knowledge and heralds the dawn of wisdom.
Then, the mind becomes fit for concentration.
By this dawn of wisdom, the mind controls the organs of action and the senses of perception,
and takes an inward journey towards the seer. This is pratyahara.
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VIBHUTI PADA
(Chapter on Attainment)
III.1
III.2
III.3
III.4
III.5
III.6
III.7
III.8
III.9
III.10
III.11
III.12
III.13

III.14
III.15
III.16
III.17
III.18
III.19
III.20
III.21
III.22
III.23
III.24
III.25
III.26
III.27
III.28
III.29
III.30
III.31
III.32
III.33
III.34
III.35
III.36

Concentration (dharana) means focus of attention.
An uninterrupted flow of attention with awareness is, meditation.
The merging of the meditator and the object of meditation is absorption (samadhi)
When concentration, meditation and absorption become one it is integration.
Lustre of wisdom and insight comes through integration of subtle senses: intelligence, and
consciousness.
This wisdom can be used compartmentally or totally as needed.
Concentration, meditation and absorption of the later three subtle practices of yoga are
internal, compared to the first five components of yoga.
Similarly, concentration, meditation and absorption are external compared to seedless (nirbija)
Samadhi
When he loses attention, the sadhaka has to return towards the restraint of consciousness. This
is nirodha parinama
In between rising thoughts and restraints, the stream of tranquility flows.
Alternation of attention takes place between one point and many points or vice-versa
Controlling this oscillation leads towards absorption. This is samadhi parinama
Maintenance of total attention without interruption is ekagrata parinama
The transformations accrue on account of the culture of consciousness from the present
potential state (dharma) towards a special significant development (aksana) and then to reach
its essence, the real state (avastha) of the Self.
The changing quality of the consciousness derives from the characteristic properties of nature,
namely, sattva (purity), rajas (energy) and tamas (dormancy).
Successive sequential changes cause the distinctive transformation in the consciousness.'
By this distinctive transformation, the yogi integrates with himself and reads the past and future.
He will have the mastery of language by listening to sounds.
He knows all about his past and future lives.
He becomes a clairvoyant
He develops the faculty of studying precisely the minds of others.
He acquires the ability to be invisible at will.
He will have the ability to stop the infrastructure of the elements without others knowing it
He has the foreknowledge of his exact time of death.
He gains physical, mental and spiritual strength through friendliness to all.
He can be at will as strong as an elephant
Concealed things that are near or far appear to him on their own.
He has the knowledge of the solar system.
He has the knowledge of the changing position of the stars.
He knows beforehand the cause and course of events.
He has perfect knowledge of the human system.
He acquires the power to overcome hunger and thirst.
He can remain immobile like a tortoise at will.
He gets visions of perfect beings.
He becomes the knower of all knowledge.
He has thorough knowledge of the functions of the consciousness.
He differentiates consciousness from the seer with ease.
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III.37
III.38
III.39
III.40
III.41
III.42
III.43
III.44
III.45
III.46
III.47
III.48
III.49
III.50
III.51
III.52
III.53

III.54
III.55
III.56

He feels, sees, tastes, hears and smells without the help of the senses of perception.
These powers which appear natural to a yogi and super-natural to others are hindrances to
samadhi.
He can enter another's body at will.
He can walk on water, swamps and thorns.
He can blaze like fire,
He can hear divine sounds irrespective of distance or place.
He can levitate.
He can move outside his body.
He knows in full the gross and subtle mutation of nature.
He can reduce himself to the size of an atom or expand. He can become light or heavy. He has
access to everything. He can pierce rocks and control anything and be a Lord of everything.
He acquires unsurpassed beauty, grace, strength and lustre.
He has mastery over nature and recognizes the purpose of the conjunction without involving
himself.
He subdues nature and moves faster than light and sound.
He gains lordship over all things; he becomes omnipresent, omnipotent and omniscient
With all these successes, he should cultivate non-attachment so that he may live in the abode of
the Self.
Celestial beings try to seduce him and pull him down from this grace of yoga.
He must detach himself from these powers and concentrate his attention on the moment as
well as the movement of moments (time) to gain an exalted knowledge without the feeling of
time and place.
By this, he distinguishes faultlessly the differences in similar objects...
Such a yogi grasps anything and everything in an instant
This exalted intelligence being equal to the purity of the seer, he has reached perfection in yoga.

KAIVALYA PADA
(Chapter on Absolute Liberation)
IV.1
IV.2
IV.3
IV.4

IV.5
lV.6
lV.7
lV.8

Divine powers are the results of birth, herbs, incantations, self-discipline and meditation.
Transformation takes place in these four types of souls due to the abundant flow of the
potentialities of nature.
As a farmer builds embankments to regulate the flow of water to his fields; the prudent yogi
channels the potentialities of nature for spiritual development
Created intelligence of the head is asmita, which forms bias and prejudice. It is the cause of pain
and distress. When it is nurtured, it becomes ripe and leads the sadhaka to know the seer.

The root mind is one, but it branches into numerous activities creating ﬂuctuations,
modiﬁcations and modulations.
The restraining of these various activities brings the root mind to the surface.
Actions are of four types: white, grey, black and that which is beyond these three. The yogi's
actions are neither white nor black nor mixed. But for others, actions are white, black or mixed.
Performance of these types of actions leaves impressions, which manifest when
conditions are favorable and ripe to reach the goal of Self-realization.
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lV.9
lV.1O
IV.11

lV.1 2

lV.13
IV.14
IV.15
IV.16

lV.17
lV.18
lV.19
lV.20
IV.21
lV.22
lV.23
lV.24
lV.25
|V.26
|V.27
lV.28
lV.29

lV.30
lV.31
lV.32
lV.33

Though life is interrupted by species and lineage, place and time, memory and
impressions exist uninterruptedly to connect them to the present life.
Impressions and desires are beginningless and endless for an average person,
Though life is bound by desires and subliminal impressions (samskaras), culturing of
intelligence and consciousness puts an end to desires and fades out the subliminal
impressions in a gradual process.
Existence of past and future is as real as the present. The past has been experienced, it has lost its
ﬂavor. The future is yet to manifest, while the present is a moment. The movement of moments
creates past and future and affects the consciousness.
The qualities of nature and time interweave with consciousness in both gross and subtle forms.
The rhythmic mutation of sattva, rajas and tamas is the cause for action, reaction and
effects.
The essence of objects remains the same but appears different according to the
movements of qualities of nature in the consciousness.
The essence of an object is not dependent upon one’s consciousness. If the
consciousness fails to recognize an object, the object has not stimulated the consciousness. It
does not mean that the object does not exist
The essence of objects reﬂects according to the state of the consciousness whether it is tainted
or pure. They remain unknown if the consciousness does not ponder on them.
As the seer is changeless, he is aware of the mutation of the consciousness.
Consciousness cannot perceive its own nature, as it is not self-luminous.
Consciousness cannot comprehend both the seer and the seen at the same time.
If the consciousness were both perceiver and perceived, things would end in confusion because
of its multiple state.
Consciousness distinguishes between its own light and that of the seer. It develops purity and
leans towards the changeless seer.
Consciousness realizes that it has no light of its own but it borrows the light from it source, the
seer. Hence, its sense of comprehending all comes to an end.
Consciousness is equipped to act equally in conjunction with the seer or the seen on account of
its proximity to both of them.
But the intelligence cultures the consciousness to develop purity to dwell closer to the seer
On account of this purity, consciousness inclines towards the seer to experience the state of
indivisible existence.
With this progress, the force of past impressions may disturb its path towards emancipation.
The yogi has to relinquish all powers. Otherwise, he will be caught in the web of afflictions at
once.
By this relinquishment, virtue pours forth, washing away all subliminal impressions and
afflictions in the consciousness. From then on, a seedless state of cleanliness and clarity are
experienced.
In this state, the cycles of reactions of afﬂicted actions come to an end. Freedom flows like an
unrufﬂed river.
Henceforth, all other kinds of knowledge appear insigniﬁcant compared to this virtuous
knowledge which is free from all impurities.
By this the guna retire in nature, having fulﬁlled their duties.
On account of this, the uninterrupted cycle of moments is comprehended.
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lV.34

From now on, the yogi is devoid of all aims of life. He is free from the qualities of nature and
lives in the state of kaivalya (emancipation).

Here ends the spiritual journey of yoga after this teaching.
Here end the Gems of Wisdom of Sage Patanjali.

IYENGAR YOGA SYSTEM
What is deﬁned as Iyengar yoga? What are the distinguishing qualities of Iyengar Yoga? What
would you say to someone who asks you to explain what is it?
In Iyengar Yoga, asanas are taught based on a triad of:
 Precision


Timing



Sequencing

Precision, timing and sequencing are not a rigid set of rule. Each of the three depends on
various factors like age, time of the day, mental state. Schedule, environmental condition, etc.
PRECISION
When an asana is done correctly, the body movements are smooth, there is lightness in the
body and freedom in the mind “When each cell exists in clarity, it is precision.
Precision is an entry point to the deeper layers of the body

TIMING
Guruji emphasizes the aspect of maintaining an asana to build it up, develop and surface the
effects and reaps its beneﬁts.
As the endurance, power and conﬁdence grows the timing should be increased
Timing is important from the point of view of creating and developing a circulation in the body
which is peculiar to that asana
Timing is not a mere calculation of seconds and minutes one remains in an asana. It is a ‘time
requisition” made by asana for its evolution when one matures in sadhana
“When each cell is sensitive to being in the present, it is timing”
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SEQUENCING
Sequencing is important for getting collective and cumulative beneﬁts of asanas. In a sequence,
one asana is not done after the other but a set of asanas follow a set of asanas. There is no
standard sequence
Guruji’s module of sequencing can be compared to Indian classical music. There are basic notes
known as: Vadi-samvadi” and ascending-descending patterns known as “aroha-avaroha”.
Internal ambience created by the earlier set of asanas should not be disturbed, but enhanced
by the following set of asanas. At the end of the sequence, a state of quietude and equanimity
is expected to be created.
“When each cell can ﬂow harmoniously into the next moment, it is sequencing.”
Iyengar’s discovery of the intricacies of each asanas took him beyond the body’s muscular and
skeletal systems. He used his own body as a laboratory to discover the effects of each asanas on
the internal and nervous system. From his studies, he systemized over 200 classical yoga asanas
and l4 different types of pranayama with many variations. This detailed program enables the
beginners to progress safely from basic to more advanced asanas as they gain ﬂexibility and
strength.
For Iyengar, however, the poses are not merely about strength and poise. From his own
practice, he perceived a steady ﬂowering of the qualities expounded by the ancient principles
of yoga, harmony and spiritual awakening as the mind, body and soul are united. This spiritual
element of yoga forms an integral part of his teaching.
USE OF PROPS
In recognition of the different needs and abilities of each individual, Iyengar devised the use of
props, to perfect the poses, reasoning that the use of props stimulates the practitioner’s body
and mind and creates the zeal to stay longer and longer.”
The props help to monitor the asana, correct all defective functioning’s.
The aids includes belts, blankets, bolsters, wooden and foam blocks, sandbags, wooden
benches, chairs, walls and ropes. Teachers decide which props are needed to achieve the
correct alignment without strain, facilitating the practitioner to experience an inward journey
of self-discovery.
Iyengar does not advocate permanent use of props, but views them as props to enable
beginners and the less ﬂexible to enjoy the practice of yoga without enduring harm or injury
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Paths to Self Realisation
The atma or the soul is free, but the influence of intelligence and mind taints it, hence the
search for reality becomes essential. However due to ignorance of the true nature of the soul,
we dwell in the senses. In order to discard this ignorance, there are 4 paths of yoga to lead to
Self-realization:
1. Bhakti Yoga—path of love and devotion
Bhakti yoga is a devotional approach. The pursuer of devotion sees the presence of God in every
animate and inanimate object. A devotee(Bhakta) is full of love for every living thing and attains
liberation with god’s name on the lips.
The follower of the path of Yoga learns to control the fluctuations of the mind, stabilize it in
order to perceive the Inner Self and through this Self, which is crystal clear, the Supreme is
realized
2. Jńāna Yoga—Jnāna yoga is path of wisdom, knowledge, and right inquiry.
It is a path of knowledge that enables one to discriminate between Prakrti(Nature) and Purusa
(Individual Soul), to attain Self-realisation, and finally to be one with God.
3. Karma Yoga—the path of action without looking for the benefits accruing from the service
The follower of the path of action considers service to humanity as service to God. Good
actions and fulfillment of one’s duty lead to liberation.
4. Hatha yoga – the yoga of action
The follower of the path of Yoga learns to control the fluctuations of the mind, to stabilise it in
order to perceive the Inner Self and through this Self, which is crystal clear, the Supreme is
realised.
The path of Yoga absorbs the other three paths of knowledge, devotion and action. For any
attainment, unity is indispensable. Without devotion and love, advaita, non-duality of the
Indivisual Soul with the Universal Spirit, is impossible. Advaita is not attainable through
knowledge alone. Knowledge, devotion, and action are so interwoeven that without them
nothing is attainable. There is no devotion without knowledge, no action without devotion, and
Yoga is not possinlbe without the combination of the three paths.
In the science of Ayurveda the human body has been divided into six main parts, the head, the
chest, the two arms, and the two legs.
The head is the seat of knowledge, the heart that of devotion, the arms and legs are for action.
The path of Yoga combines these three – body, mind, and soul – which act in unison. Therefore,
Yoga is the foundation for all other paths.
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Definition of Yoga
The word Yoga has its roots in the Sanskrit word “yuj” which means to merge, join, or unite.
Yoga is the union of the soul with the eternal truth, a state of unalloyed bliss, arising from
conquest of dualities. The study of Yoga discipline sharpens the power of discernment and
leads towards understanding the true nature of the soul which cannot be fully comprehended
by the senses or the intellect alone.
It is the art of knowing oneself and knowing the eternal truth. Yoga is a philosophy, a way of life,
wherein art and science meet.
Sage Patanjali defined Yoga as “yogacittavriti nirodhah” Y.S.1.1, which means the control of the
fluctuations of the mind, intellect, and the ego. The aim of Yoga is to bring stillness in mental
impulses and thought waves.
Shri Svatmarama, another authority, tells us that all our movements are caused by positive and
negative currents, termed as pingala and ida, sun and moon, prana and apana. According to
him, the harmonious union of these positive and negative currents is yoga.
Shri Krishna in the Bhagavad Gita describes the true yogi as one who keeps tranquility of mind
in heat and cold, success and failure, pain and pleasure, evil and good, so he remains calm and
composed through the ups and downs of life. Yoga teaches one to do one’s duty without
thought of reward; t be involved in life’s turmoils and yet to remain aloof; to actrightly and to
liberate from this life. Shri Krishna further states that all actions performed gracefully and with
joy are to be considered yogic actions.
As Lord Krishna explains to Arjuna:
buddiyukto jahatiha
ubhe sukrtaduskrte
Tasmad yogaya yjyasva
Yogah karmasu kausalam

B.G. II, 50
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Yoga is the art of bringing together the jivatma(individual self) with the paramatma(the Allpervading Soul or the Universal Soul. Hence, yoga is the re-discovery of experiencing the
eternal purusa or the Self
AYvol1. Pg95
Definition of Yoga
•Yoga is the development of physical ability including flexibility, strength, and en-durance.
•Yoga is the connection between mind and body.
•Yoga is the union between mind, body and spirit.
•Yoga is the restraint of thoughts in the mind: cessation of thoughts in the mind
(Second sutra from Patanjali’s Yoga Sutras).
•Yoga is to unite the individual with the universe.
•Yoga is the unification of soul and matter
•Yoga is the salvation to /communion with a Higher Being
What is Citta?
Man is endowed with mind (manas), intellect (Buddhi) and ego (ahamkara), collectively known
as consciousness (citta), which is the source of thinking, understanding and acting.
Mind has the power of attention, selection and rejection. Intelligence has a faculty of reasoning
and reflecting. Ego is I-ness or I-conscoiusness.
When the Citta is directed towards the physical, it gets lost in the pursuit of pleasures. When it
is directed towards the spiritual, it is reaching its final goal. There is a perpetual tug-of-war
betweeb the two, the mind being pulled either way according to the guna or quality which
predominates, whether it be sattva, rajas or tamas.
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The 3 Gunas (characteristics or qualities of Citta)
THE 3 GUNAS - qualities of nature
(YS 2.18-2.19 pg . 118-122; LOY pg. 46-47)

tamas

rajas

sattva

Constructive Manifestation
Stability , support, slumber

Destructive Ma n
Inertia,
ifestation
infatuation,
delusion.
Activity , kineticism, mobility and actions ignorance
Turbulence, tension.
of
Aggression, sorrows
body and mind
iIIumination, wisdom, purity, discrim
Attachment to pursuit
ination, dispassion , virtuosity and nobility of knowledge. Craze
of virtuosity

According to metaphysics and sankhya philosophy the three gunas constitute the
primeval matter of the universe. What are subatomic particles for a physicist are the
three gunas for a metaphysicist. These gunas manifest in all different stages of cosmic
unfoldment (see 4 stages of material evolution above). Everything that is visible or
invisible and all aspects of the human body and mind, whether gross or subtle are
composed of these primordial gunas. It is only the soul that transcends the gunas.
These three gunas have mutually contrary natures that cause turbulence in the
practitioner's body, mind and intelligence. The goal of the sadhaka is to free himself
from this turbulence by becoming a Gunatita- one who has leapt beyond the gravity
of the gunas to emancipation. In order to reach emancipation the sadhaka must
become skilful in the subtle art of guna manipulation. Skilful guna management is the
primary aim of yoga sadhana, regimen and culture. To achieve this skilfulness, he first
learns to identify how each of these gunas manifests in body, mind and intelligence
(see list above). Then he learns how they function and what their effects are. Finally
he learns to manipulate the proportion of tama s. rajas and sattva to achieve any
desired effect in body, mind and intelligence. Through guna management, the yogi
increases his sattvic intake in body, mind and senses. He creates a sattvic ambience
within and without him self to facilitate his yogic evolution. This skillfulness qualifies
the yogi for the supreme tranquility that is only possible through guna management.
The yogi who has mastered the three gunas is in control of his destiny. He stands on the
threshold of emancipation with two paths before him. One path leads back to the world of
temporal experiences and pleasures (bhoga), the other to the end of sorrows and final
emancipation (yoga). If he falters in his yamas and niyamas at this point, he is seduced by
pleasures and falls from the grace of yoga (anavasthitatva). If his devotion (bhakti) is
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absolute then he remains unmoved by temptations, answers the call of the Self and
attains eternal emancipation (kaivalya).
The different composition of the five gross elements of Earth, Water, Fire, Air and Space give
rise to the 3 doshas – vata, pitta and kalpa
Citta is composed of three qualities (guna) of nature namely sattva, rajas and tamas. Sattva is
illuminative by nature, rajas is active or turbulent and tamas is inert. Sattva means illumination,
rajas means vibration and tamas means inertia(dull). Sattva brings harmony, rajas mobility and
tamas brings inertia steadiness.
The three ‘qualities of nature’ always exist together. There cannot be pure sattva without rājas
and tamas, nor pure rājas without sattva and tamas, nor pure tamas without sattva and rājas.
As long as a person is attached to the gunas, he or she remains in bondage. Sattva binds a
person with attachment to happiness.
Rājas bind with attachment to activity, and tamas bind with attachment to delusion. The three
gunas operate in three ways: in opposition, in mutual support and by stimulating each other.
Brahman alone stands above the three gunas and is untouched by maya.
In humans, gunas represents the quality of nature within you.
1.

Sattva (equilibrium, balance, illumination) – balance of tamas and rajas. The sattva state
illuminates the mind, giving calmness, composure and serenity.
-

Manifest as purity and knowledge

a. The mind’s normal state in which it discriminates accurately; being relaxed but
completely alert
b. The quality of blissfulness, light, luminosity
c. Needed for clarity and understanding
d. Strive to elevate and integrate sattvic energy in and through yoga
e. Being in this state we can become attached to happiness and wisdom
f. Predominates when rajas is dormant
g. Foods to encourage life, purity, strength, health: grains, nuts, seeds, fruits
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A sattvic yoga practice would include twists, balancing poses, and refinement of the breath for
freedom and illumination. Balance that leads to clarity, peacefulness and illuminates
understanding. (SATTVIC)

2.

Tamas (inertia, stability, dormancy) – Prevails when rajas are dormant
-

manifests as activity and motion

a. A state in which insufficient mental activity weakens discrimination
b. Heaviness; dull
c. Characterized as a heedless and indolent state that is born of ignorance, thus
binding us to delusion

d. Necessary to bring things to conclusion. Needed for a good night’s sleep to let go
when we’ve made all the effort that is ours to make
e. Food: stale and overripe; meat, deep fried foods, sugar, heavy dairy products,
alcohol, fat make one dull, heavy and lethargic and tend to accentuate a tendancy
to suffer from chronic ailments
f. A tamasic yoga practice would emphasize standing postures and forward bends for
stability (the core of yoga) and grounding(tamasic)

3.

Raja (motion, passion, dynamism,activity) – Predominates when sattva is weak and
tamas overcome (sattva) (tamas).
A rajasic state makes a person active, energetic, tense and willful. The qualities of
ambition, sternness, audacity, and pride will be profuse.
a. A state of agitation, activity, racing mind; chaos
b. A state in which excessive mental activity weakens discrimination
c. Often arises out of narcissistic desires and attachments
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d. We become bound to action. Needed to get out of bed in the morning or to make
an effort in the first place
e. Necessary for bringing things to fruition
f.

Food: bitter, sour, salty, hot and spicy, dry; tea, coffee, fast food  rajistic effects makes us
more aggressive, active and volatile in character (rajistic)

g. A rajistic yoga practice would emphasize backbends, lateral postures and hand
balance to empower, stimulate and expand. (rajastic)
Five Kleshas or afflictions of the cittas
THE 5 KLESHAS
afflictions
(YS 2.3-2.9 pg . 105-111)
Avidya
Asmita
Raga
Dvesa
Abhinivesa

lack of spiritual knowledge
Ego
attachment to pleasure
aversion to pain
fear of death and clinging to life

Human suffering and the vrittis mentioned above are generated by these five kleshas
(afflictions). These are not psychological afflictions (pain and sorrows of the mind) but
meta-psychological afflictions that exist before birth and subsist after death. Because
the kleshas persist after death, they are of the eternal transmigrating mind. Only
liberation (kaivalya) terminates them. The first affliction, avidya, is the source of the
subsequent four. A vidya is lack of spiritual knowledge and the mis-identification of
something as its opposite. For example, mistaking the transient for the permanent.
the impure for the pure, pain for pleasure, and that which is not the self for the self .
The philosophy of the kleshas uncovers a great revelation: that temporal, mundane
and material pleasures are all in the final analysis and by essence- sorrows. The
kleshas are the source of human existence. They determine birth, lifespan, and
experiences. Kleshas are the vehicle that carry us from life to life and we are caught
in these journeys from time without beginning. Eradication of afflictions brings
eternal emancipation from all turmoil, suffering and limitations. Man usually bothers
about cognizable pains and is not bothered about subtle, veiled, potential and
unrecognizable pains. The philosophy of the kleshas allows the sadhaka to identify
pains in their otherwise unrecognizable form.
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Citta is like fire, fuelled by desires (vasanas), without which the fire dies out. Citta in that pure state
becomes a source of enlightenment.

THE 4 PHASES OR STATES OF AFFLICTIONS
(YS 2.04 pg. 107)

Qrasupta
Tanu

dormant
attenuated

Vichinna
Udara

alternating
fully active

At every point in time, each of the kleshas (except avidya) exists in one of these four
phases or states. They might be dormant as in the case of a brute who has gone to sleep.
They might be attenuated by yoga sadhana. They might be alternating . For example,
when a man is infatuated but is suddenly overcome with anger, the infatuation is
eclipsed.
1. He has alternated between infatuation and anger. This is the alternating phase.
2. Or a klesha might be in the fully active phase. When a klesha is in the fully active phase it is
completely actualized or manifest in body, mind, senses, and expressions of feelings
(gestures). From the yogic point of view we are all sick with the kleshas- even if we do not
feel them. Though they may not be felt, they always exist in one of these four phases until the
threshold of liberation is crossed .

Five Bhumis - states of citta
THE 5 BHUMIS
caliber of consciousness or mind
(YS 3.8 pg. 174-175)
Mudha
Ksipta
Viksipta

stupid, dull. ignoranl, deluded
wandering. unce11ain. distracted
(monkey
mind)
alternating

Ekagra

one-pointed

Niruddha

restrained
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The range of morality and cultural development is far greater in humans than in animals.
Man can be anything from a brute to a saint. Human spiritual refinement progresses
through these five states. Most of us commoners exist in the plane of viksipta. Our
minds alternate in a huge range. At times we are wise; at times we are stupid. At times
we are sensible; at times not. At times we are temperate; at times we are delirious. At
times we are virtuous; at times vicious. Overcoming the kleshas mentioned earlier frees
us from alternating in our desires. The result is ekagra (one who has attained cognitive
trance). the single-pointed mind of a yogi has one purpose, direction and motive, which
is yoga and only yoga. This culminates in niruddha -the mind in samadhi.
The self-study of yoga presents a mirror for the sadhaka to realize where,when and how
he is in any given plane of consciousness. In this mirror, he glimpses the reflection of his
own mind to know which plane and degree of ksipta, mudha or viksipta exists in at that
time. With this mirror he can also learn to project the ideal state of mind: ekagra and
niruddha. Yogic texts beautifully illustrate and provide analyses of these five states for us
to discern the caliber of our mind and consciousness.

Five Vrittis or Modifications or Fluctuations of Citta (Five-Faceted Mind)
THE 5 VRITTIS
modifications of the mind
(YS 1.6-1.11 pg. 52-57)
Pramana
Viparyaya
Vikalpa
Nidra
Smrti

Cognition
Illusion
verbal delusion
sleep, dream, daydreaming, comatic
and
unconscious states
Memory

The countless modifications of the human mind are classified under and
combinations of these five vrittis. There is no sixth vritti. Patanjali broadly classifies
each of these five vrittis as being either in an afflictive (klista- non- yogic) or nonafflictive (aklista- yogic) state. The 5 vrittis are psychological and expire with the
body, whereas klista and aklista are metapsychological and transmigrate from life to
life.
Generally the human mind works through these five vrittis and the restraint of
them is called Samadhi.
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According to the predominat quality that prevails (sattva, rajas and tamas) the mental
states or modifications are formed. The five modifications are fivefold as follows:
Pramana viparyaya vikalpa nidra srtayah

- Y.S. 1.6

1. Pramana is a standard, ideal, valid, right, correct knowledge as experienced by the five
senses and the mind; it is obtained in three ways: pratyaksa or direct perception,
anumana or inference, and agama or scriptural testimony
2. Viparyaya is a mistaken view or a wrong knowledge, wrong perception, illusion,
misindentification.
3. Vikalpa is doubt, indecision, delusion, imagination or fanciful knowledge without any
factual basis
4. Nidra is sleep, a state of emptiness
5. Smrti is memory. The holding fast to the impressions of objects one hs experienced
6. Yoga teaches us to restrain the five vrittis and to lead a spiritual life.
Control of the Fluctuations of the Mind
Patanjali gives a twofold remedy for controlling the fluctuations of the mind
Abhyasa-vairagyabhyam tanirodhah

P..Y.S 1.12

1. Abhyasa – Study or Practice
Without rigorous practice, nothing is achieved. Without practice, purity of the body and the
mind cannot be achieved, fluctuations of the mind cannot be controlled. The rigorous practice is
fourfold: moral, physical, mental and spiritual. Patanjali has said:
Sa tu dirghakala nairantaya
Satkarasevito dradha bhumih

P.S.Y. 1.14

The rigorous practice has to be long-lasting, uninterrupted and performed with dedication and
respect, then alone the foundation or the groud is prepared
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2. Vairagya – Absence of Worldly Desires

Na vesa dharanam siddheh karanam na cu tatkatha
Kriyaiva karanam sddheh satyametanna samsayah

H.P 1. 66

Accomplishment is attained neither by wearing saffron robes nor by discussion;
but undoubtedly it can be attained by action and by constant practice.The key to
success is in effort. Vairagya or absence of worldly desires can be achieved by
controlling the senses, by carrying out one’s duties without thought of reward and
by acting with goodness and purity. Constant practice and absence of worldly
pursuits are interdependent on each other.

RAJA YOGA SYSTEM (MODERN PHYSICAL YOGA SYSTEM)
Establishing Dedication through Faith in the subject of Yoga
Guruji B.K.S. Iyengar says the frame of mind in which you practice determines the result that
you will get. The more dedication you put into your practice the better the results. Yoga is
multi-faceted like a diamond. Yoga reveals different aspects of the entire range of human
endeavors to win inner peace and harmony.
THE GURUKULA SYSTEM
In ancient Indian times, the tradition was for yoga students to live, work, and study with their
teachers. This is the “Gurukula “system. “Guru” means teacher and master. “Kula”means home.
Yoga students were treated as a part of a family. In addition to daily lessons in yogic theories
they were taught the practical aspects of yoga, āsanas, prāṇāyāma, kriyas, karma yoga, bhakti
yoga, yoga philosophy, and yoga wisdom. The students were asked to do chores around the
house and provide selfless services to others.
Responsibility of a Yoga Teacher
Yoga is a practical subject. It is a direct and subject and not theoretical. The knowledge cannot
be bought from books or assimilated from the expensive teacher training. It has to come from a
burning desire within you to ﬁnd your yoga through your Sadhana — which means continuous
uninterrupted practice.
As students of BKS Iyengar, we have the advantage of getting the fruits of our guru’s years of
practice.
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“I ﬁlter and re-ﬁlter each and every experience until I come to what is called as “seasoned
understanding” B.K.S. Iyengar
"Constant practice alone is the secret of Success (Hatha Yoga Pradipika.
Chapter I verse 64.6
True teaching is learning and re-learning. We have to accept our pupils as a blessing from God
to help you reopen our intelligence to re-think and re-act with wide open eyes.
Teaching cannot be just repeating instructions like a parrot. Study each student as a distinct
individual. As a teacher, go down to the level of understanding of the student so that you can
reach them better. The teacher has to acquire experience by thinking and learning the process
of adjustment, for each is different and opens out new angles of thought.
It is important to teach by blending your head and heart. Weigh the intelligence of the head
and emotional intelligence.

PRANA AND PRANAYAMA
Prana is the energy permeating the universe at all levels. It is physical, mental, intellectual,
sexual, spiritual and cosmic energy. Prana is the breath of life of all beings in the universe.
Prana and citta are in constant association. When there is citta there prana is focused, and
where prana is there citta is focused.
The citta is like a vehicle propelled by 2 powerful forces prana and vasana(desires). It moves in
the direction of the more powerful force. If breath(prana) prevails, then the desires are
controlled, the senses are held in check and the mind is stilled. If the force of desires prevails,
the breathing becomes uneven and the mind gets agitated.
PRANAYAMA
“Prana” means breath, respiration, life, vitality, energy or strength.
“Ayana” means stretch, extension, expansion, length, breadth, regulation, prolongation,
restraint or control
Pranayama thus means the prolongation of breath and its restraint.
Patanjali in his Yoga Sutra II.49-51 describes pranayama as the controlled intake and outflow of
breath in a firmly established posture.
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Pranayama is an art and it consist of puraka(inhalation), rechaka(exhalation) and
kumbhaka(retention of breath.
Puraka stimulates the system, rechaka throws out vitiated air and toxins, kumbhaka distributes
the energy throughout thebody.
Puraka is the intake of cosmic energy by the individual for his growth and progress. It is the
infinite uniting with the finite.
Rechaka is the outflow of the individual energy(jivatma) to unite with the cosmic emergy
(Paramatma). It quietens and silences the brain. It is the surrender of the sadhaka’s ego to and
immersion in the Self.
Kumbhaka is the withdrawel of the intellect from the organs of perception and action, to focus
on the seat of the Atma (purusa), the origin of consciouseness. Kumbhaka keeps the sadhaa
silent at the physical, moral, mental and spiritual levels.

The practice of pranayama helps to cleanse the nadis and keep them in a healthy condition,
free from decay. This is turn brings about changes in the mental attitude of the sadhaka.

PRANAYAMA
Astadala Yogamala Volume 2

Each and every individual strives to experience peace. Peace belongs to the domain of the
heart, the field of the mind, or the seat of the emotional environment. Peace comes only when
one conquers the conflicts between joy and sorrow, pleasure and pain and lust and malice
through the efforts of yogic discipline and divine grace.
God, being without beginning or end, is designated as Eternal and Infinite. In the same
way, conflict and peace exist from time immemorial, and they too are eternal. We all know
that. We are full of conflicts. Life is squeezed between pleasant (preya) and good or auspicious
(sreya). The mind of man binds the self with deluded thoughts. The delusions are: desire, anger,
miserliness, infatuation, pride and hatred.
At the very beginning, Patanjali states that when the mind is stilled and silenced, then
the yogi rests in his abode (YS., 1.3), the jivatman. This stilling of the mind is possible only when
man understands the causes for conflict, sorrow and delusion. Patanjali explains with crystalline
clarity that want of spiritual wisdom and pride in one's self, attachment to desires, aversion to
sorrows and fear that life might ebb away are the source for sufferings. The moment they are aanalyzed, understood and, through the cultivation of yogic discipline, conquered, all emotional
upheavals are sublimated and peace dawns.
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The conflicts cannot be conquered without discretion (vivecana) To distinguish pleasant
transient sensations from permanent spiritual delights, discrimination and reasoning (viveka
and vicara) are required. They have to be developed through practice (abhyasa) and
renunciation vairagya) Practice involves tapas. Tapas is nothing but disciplining the mind
through the eight aspects of yoga. This practice is not complete or thorough without faith
(sraddha) courage (virya) the study of sacred texts and of one's own behavior (svadhyaya)
determination (drdhata) profound meditation (dhyana) In order to be victorious over the six
causes of delusion; one has to use the six spokes of the wheel of peace. They are viveka, vicara,
Sraddha, vrya, abhyasa and vairagya. Then wisdom dawns on man through this refined culture
(samskara) whereby his head gains clarity and mind earns calmness.
In particular it is the practice of pranayama that has the power to calm the ruffled mind.
The sages have termed pranayama as the "hub" of the wheel of yoga. It is the heart of yoga, a
touchstone of peace and spiritual prosperity.
Prana, though one, has many ramifications. Prana means energy at all levels, physical,
mental, intellectual, sexual, nuclear, spiritual or cosmic. Prana, as energy, vibrates as heat, light,
gravity, magnetism and electricity.
It is said in the Upanisads, that prana permeates in us as well as in the life-giving sun,
moon, stars, plants, clouds, winds, rains, earth, water, fire, and so on. It is in each and
everything that exists in the universe.
In Chandogya Upanisad (VII.1 5, 1-4) it is said that life is greater than hope; life breath is
fastened as the spokes are fastened to the hub of the wheel; breath gives life to a living

creature. Life breath is one's father, one's mother, one's brother, one's sister, one's teacher,
and one's Brahman. Life breath is all this. He who sees this, he who thinks this, understands
this, becomes an excellent orator'.
Kausitaki Upanisad (III, 3-4) mentions that one can live deprived of speech for we see
the dumb, one can live without the eyes for we see the blind, one can live without hearing for
we see the deaf, we see another without his mind and we also see people living without legs
and arms. See that it is the breathing self alone that holds the body and seizes the intelligence
of the seer. Thus whatever is breathing self that is the intelligence of the seer. What is the
intelligence or the seer that is the breathing self; these together dwell in the body and together
they depart
The Hathayoga Pradipika also emphasizes that as long as there is breath in the body,
there is life. When breath departs, life too departs (H.Y.P, II.3). Therefore, Svatmarama, the
author of Hathayoga Pradipika, says, regulate breath. He says where there is breath, there the
mind is and where the mind is, there the breath stays. Patanjali suggests alternative methods to
still the consciousness. One of the means of quietening the consciousness is the control of the
out flowing breath. From these, it can easily be inferred that consciousness (citta) and energy
(prana) are like the two banks of a river or the two wings of the seer. If the breath is irregular,
the mind wavers and when the breath is steady, the mind is quiet. So long as the breath and
mind are calm, tranquil serenity flows in man.
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His speech is full of truth.
PRANA AND PRANA VRTTI
Cale vate calam cittam, niscale niscalam bhavet (H.Y.P , ll.2).
“As breath ﬂows, so the mind moves, when the breath is stilled, mind too becomes
still and silent”.
Our normal movement of breath is not rhythmic. The inhalation may be long and the
exhalation may be short, or the inhalation short and the exhalation long. If one pays attention
to his inhalation and exhalation, one experiences a neutralizing effect of the mind. This reaction
on the mind by the regulation of breath must have led Svatmarama to conclude that the
control of prana pranavrtti stambhana) is the key to emancipation.
Patanjali also states that mastery of pranayama removes the veil that covers the flame
of intelligence and heralds the dawn of wisdom (YS, ll.52). He says further that the mind
acquires he competence to move on towards concentration for the realization of the seer (YS,
ll.53). Thus, pranayama becomes the touchstone for Self-realization.
Life exists as long as the energy drawn from the breath permeates man's whole
system.

Death is when breath departs (H.Y.P, ll.3). Regular practice of, pranayama shields one from
disease, old age and death. All yogacaryas of yore maintained that correct practice of
pranayama lubricates the system and rectiﬁes disturbances of the humors: vata (wind), pitta
(bile) and slesma (phlegm). Pranayama builds up tremendous power in the practitioner to face
the inﬁnite ﬁght when grace dawns on him.
As the sun radiates light evenly and uniformly on earth, so too, prana radiates evenly
in all creation. Prana is called bio-energy or vital energy or life-force. Prana is loosely called
breath or vayu. Through prana, respiration is possible; vitality or strength is gained. Life gets
extinguished when prana departs. The breath we draw in carries very powerful oxidizing agents
in an ionic form, invigorating the cells to recharge and discharge their current for proper and
smooth functioning of the various systems of man.
For the sake of convenience, the same prana is designated according to the locations
and functions in the body. They are called prana; apana, samana, udana and vyana. Prana is
located in the region of the chest. It controls the movement of breath and absorbs vital
atmospheric energy. Apana, located at the lower trunlc helps to discharge urine, semen and
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faces. Samana rests in the middle of the trunk as fuel ( jatharagni) and helps in digestion and
assimilation. Udana, stationed in the region of the throat, makes one breathe and swallow
food. It controls the vocal chords. Vyana pervades the entire body and distributes the energy
received from air and food through the blood currents and nerve channels. There are live more
subsidiary energies (upavayu). They are naga, kurma, krkara, devadatta and dhanamjaya. Naga
relieves pressures of the abdomen by belching, kurma controls the movements of eyelids,
prevents foreign matted entering the eyes and helps the muscles of the eyes to contract or
dilate according to intensity of light Krkara does not allow unwanted matter to enter through
nose or throat foreign matter does enter, it immediately makes one sneeze or cough it out
Devadatta causes yawning and induces sleep whereas dhanamjaya produces phlegm to act as
cushions within our life system and it is said that this upavayu remains in the body even after
death and inflates and degenerates the corpse.
By now, you know what prana is. But what is pranayama? Pranayama is a vertical
ascension (arohata), a horizontal expansion (dairghyata) and a circumferential extension
(visalata of the breath for the lungs, the ribcage and the chest wall, to build up extension and
expansion. It is a compound word, composed of prana and ayama. If prana stands for energy,
ayama stands for stretch, extension, expansion, length, breadth, regulation, prolongation and
restraint t consists of four aspects. They are: inhalation (puraka) internal retention (antara
kumbhaka), exhalation (recaka) and external retention (bahya kumbhaka). Puraka is the long,
sustained, subtle, deep, slow and rhythmic in-breath. In inhalation, the energizing ingredients
of the atmospheric air sensitively percolate into the cells of the lungs and rejuvenate life. This
not only brings a better healthy meaningful state, but also enhances one's span of life and
makes life fruitful. After deep inhalation, the second is antara kumbhaka i.e., the holding of
breath. In this holding of breath, the drawn-in energy is distributed to

the entire system through the blood current. The third is recaka or the art of slow discharge or
exhalation of the vitiated air in the form of toxins through sustained slow subtle deep release of
breath. After exhalation is the fourth state bahya kumbhaka, in which a pause is maintained
according to one's capacity, without the inhalation. Here all stresses are purged and drained
and the mind is made to remain silent and quiet.
TYPES OF PRANAYAMA
As asana comes in numerous forms, so does pranayama. The best pranayama is nadi sodhana
pranayama. The very name conveys to the practitioner that he has to search and trace the
prananadi the channel through which the refined breath passes through the nostrils. This is
done through thoughtful and skillful manipulation with the placement of the tips of the ring
and little fingers and thumb. Then one derives the right benefit from pranayama. While dealing
with pranayama, Svatmarama cautions practitioners to follow the principles of yama and
niyama.
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He gives eight types of pranayama called kumbhaka. They are surya bhedhana, Ujjayi,
"Sitkari, Sitali, Bhastrika, Bhramari, Murccha and Plavini: Kumbhaka means retention of breath.
Kumbha means a pot. Here the torso represents a pot or a water jar, hence the word
kumbhaka. Whatever pranayama one practices, one should become totally absorbed in it like a
wise man .vho will not allow his mind to wander at all. Besides these eight kumbhaka, one more
is added as kevala kumbhaka.
Though Patanjali refers to the three movements of pranayama, yet he speaks of kevala
kumbhaka as retention of breath that takes place without deliberation. Bahya abhyantara
visaya aksepi caturthan (Y.S., II.51). That which transcends the previous three processes of
pranayama (bahya vrtti or outbreath - recaka antara vrtti or inbreath - puraka -, and stambavrtti
or retention - kumbhaka) and appears at once effortless, non-thoughtful, non-deliberate and
natural.
The Hathayoga Pradipika mentions that a devoted student of yoga should practice
pranayama four times a day, in the early morning, noon, evening and midnight. A minimum of
eighty cycles of any one pranayama for each sitting is advocated. If one takes time into
consideration, eighty cycles practiced four times amounts to about four to five hours a day. It is
not possible nowadays to devote so much time as one has to maintain one's life. At least once a
day is necessary, giving as much time as possible or as long as the brain and lungs maintain the
subtleness, the rhythm and the depth of each breath with ease. In the beginning, breathing is
laborious and monotonous. One perspires and trembles. When practice becomes regular, the
lungs get toned and delicacy in practice sets in.
CAUTION
While practicing pranayama, the sadhaka is advised to take the example of a trainer of a tiger,
lion or elephant. He studies their habits and moods, and then puts them through their paces
slowly and steadily. He treats them with kindness and consideration lest they turn on him and
maim him. In the same way, the
sadhaka who practices without understanding the capacity of the lungs and the art of keeping
the brain passive or the proper movement of the chest wall will hurt himself (H.Y.P, II.15-16).
A pneumatic tool can cut through the hardest rock. If not used properly, it may destroy
both the tool and the user. Study your breath carefully and proceed step by step. If you practice
pranayama hastily or forcibly, you may well harm yourself.
Pranayama is not just deep breathing. There is a difference between deep breathing and
pranayama in deep breathing the facial muscles and the brain cells are hardened. The chest
walls (the intercostal muscles and the ribs) are dynamically lifted with forceful sucking of air in
inhalation and with heavy expulsion of air in exhalation. If the water gushes in, very forcefully, it
splashes out, damaging the container. Forceful breathing does the same. In pranayamic
breathing the brain cells and facial muscles are kept passive and receptive. As a passive
spectator, each and every fiber of the chest wall is watched and kept receptive and mobile and
the breath is taken with least force. As the breath is drawn in. room is created within the chest
gradually to absorb the drawn-in breath so that it is moistened and soaked to reach the
remotest parts of the lungs and to feed them. The art of balancing, the effort of drawing the .
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breath in or out should be synchronized with the receptivity of the cells of the lungs so that
they respond to receive the breath.
Exhalation is when the outﬂow of breath is gradually released and at the same time sufficient
time is given for the air cells to get full use of the energy of the drawn-in breath that remains still in the
chest. This passive observation instills hope and calm in the emotional Centre. Thus the effect of
pranayama is precisely accurate in feeding the body with plenty of oxygenated energy. Then it is no
more called deep breathing but actual pranayama.
EFFECTS OF PRANAYAMA
The classical texts of yoga, while giving the effects of an appropriate practice of pranayama, warm the
practitioners about the ill effects of the wrong practice. Svatmarama says:
Wrong practice of pranayama brings hordes of maladies such as hiccough, labored breathing,
cough, itching in the ears and a burning sensation in the eyes (H.Y.P, ll.l 7), which are all the symptoms
of high blood pressure.
Right practice frees one from psycho-physiological disturbances and brings a glow in the eyes,
health in the body, brightness and clarity in intelligence, calmness and serenity in one’s self (H.Y.P, ll.16).
Pranayama regulates not only the ﬂow of energy but also restrains the movement of the from its
ﬂuctuations and oscillations.
Prana and mind are like mercury. As mercury is bound by special processes, these two to be
bound through yoga to experience equipoise. Though these two are mingled like and water, yet mind is
dependent on desire (vasana)and energy (prana) lf anyone of these namely, mind, desire or energy,
becomes inactive, then the other two also find their culmination in stillness and silence. Hence,
Svatmarama says that total
absorption is achieved by following the methods of stilling the mind or stilling the energy: If one is
silenced, the other is at rest.
Thus, pranayama helps to suspend the movements of body, senses and mind and one leads
one towards dharana, dhyana and samadhi,' which are the subtle disciplines of yoga.
Pranayama clears and soothes the febrile brain which hampers right thinking and reasoning,
and the mind is lifted towards meditation.
In pranayama the sadhaka uses his body as a sacriﬁcial altar (yajna kunda). Inhalation is
pouring ghee on the altar. Exhalation is the ﬂame blazing out from the yajna kunda. Kumbhaka is in the
form of mantra an offering as oblation so that the self merges and dissolves in the Universal Soul — the
God or Paramatma.
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IS ASANA ESSENTIAL FOR PRANAYAMA?
The Self, being the core, and the body being its cover or envelope, asana glues both the core
and the body together so that the known (the body) merges into the unknown (the Self), and
both become known as one. While performing asana, certain things have to be observed in
each pose. An even stretch on each side of the body is truthfulness in presentation. Coordination of body and mind and total absorption of the self in each asana is a must. Observing
the principles of yama and niyama in each movement of the asana, the field or the body
(ksetra) connects with the knower of the field (ksetrajna or the seer). While performing the
asana, see that both the body and the knower of the field are divinely wedded.
It is interesting to note that all the textbooks on yoga emphatically say that mastery of
asana is a prerequisite for pranayama practice. Today, this specified point is overlooked, and
now it is commonly thought that any comfortable asana is sufficient.
Hence practice of asana is essential before one takes to the path of pranayama. Asana helps
one to keep the nervous system clear so that the drawn-in energy is moved uninterruptedly
without any hindrance. If the nerves are corroded and blocked with stress, how can prana move
or how can one reach the goal? Hathayoga Pradipika says that the practice of asana and
pranayama lifts the veil that segregates the body and mind. It keeps one healthy and light in
body, bright in head and calm in heart. It is a bridge between the mind and the Self. It is the
instrument which dispels darkness and ignorance and in its place brings knowledge and
immortality. It is an art by which to enjoy unconditional peace for one's inner delight.

THE ESSENCE OF HATHA YOGA
Astadala Yogamala Volume 2

Advances in science and technology have brought an exponential increase in knowledge this is
sadly accompanied by a tendency to separate and compartmentalize our ma intellectual
acquisitions. This process is equally evident in the field of yoga, where pa, make nit-picking
assertions about the confinement of hatha yoga to the physical realm and Patanjali's yoga to
the spiritual. If the search for knowledge leads us only towards nonsensical division and away
from the perception of conjunction and wholeness, it is tantamount blasphemy.
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MAN AS A TOTAL BEING
Man is a trinity of body, mind and soul. Unless he is affected by physical or mental illness life
force ebbs and flows evenly in all the three layers, rhythmically and smoothly with division. No
one knows where the body ends and the mind begins and no one knows the mind ends and
soul begins. The body can be divided into three parts, the outer, the and the innermost. The
outer body is known as karya sarira (physical body), the abode of mind as the suksma sarira
(subtle body), the abode of thinking, and finally the soul as karana (primordial or causal body),
the home of ever existing force. For the sake of convenience the originators of yoga subdivided
these three layers of man into five sheaths as the anatomical layer (annamaya kosa),
physiological layer (pranamaya kosa) mental layer (manomaya kosa) intellectual layer
(vijnanamaya kosa) and lastly the layer of bliss (anandamaya kosa). Karya sarira is composed of
annamaya kosa, suksma sarira of the pranamaya, manomaya and vijnanamaya kosa and karana
sarira is composed of the anandamaya kosa.
This is how the division of man has been outlined in order to explain the functions his
body, his consciousness and self so that he may understand them in detail.
Yoga means integration. Yoga is the art science which integrates these three bodies
with the ﬁve sheaths to develop totality of being. We are taught through yoga to develop mind
and self rhythmically so that the prana vahini (the river of energy) and the sva-rasa (the river of
consciousness and the essence of the self) flow uninterruptedly without hindrances, bridging all
these layers into a single unit in yogic terminology, this is called samyama.
PATH IS ONE
God is one but His names are many. Truth is one but is reﬂected in various facets. Similarly yoga
is one yet it is demarcated not only as physical, mental and spiritual yoga but also labeled by
different names such as raja yoga, karma yoga, bhakti yoga, jnana yoga, hatha yoga, ghata yoga,
mantra yoga, la ya yoga, trataka yoga, kundalini yoga, saktipata yoga, anasakti yoga, amrta yoga,
taraka yoga and so on. There are innumerable paths to take to reach the peak of a mountain.
They all lead to the zenith of spirituality. Like a strong tide inundating the land, the

minds of people are indoctrinated with the idea that hatha yoga is a purely physical form of
yoga. On account of this it is hard for them to see the light of wisdom that dawn on
practitioners through the practice of hatha yoga.
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BEING AND BECOMING
Essence is a state of being in the core. Essence implies the art of knowing the inner distinctive
nature of man by means of this subject. In order to experience the real state of that Being, first
one has to learn to Become. In deep sleep, there is a state of Being which is dormant. It is a
tamasic state of "Being". Bringing the dormant state of being through a conscious effort in
vibrant state is "Becoming". The attainment of "Being" involves rajas. We experience
transformation of dormant Being into active Becoming, so that we can move on still further,
live in a dynamic illuminative pure sattvic state of Being. As darkness disappears slowly b
appearance of dawn and from dawn to bright light, yoga helps the dormant Being by kin the
light to live eternally in Self-awareness with innocence. This is true being, termed as kevala
avastha (a state of absoluteness, a state of Being or aloneness).
MOKSA SASTRA
Yoga is a psycho-physiological and psycho-spiritual subject. It deals with the structure of body,
actions of the muscles, current of blood flowing in the arteries and veins, bio-energy, bioplasma in the nerves, behavior of the organs of action and senses of perception, influence of
mind in ignorance and knowledge, arrogance and humility, sorrow and joy, pain and pleas_ evil
and good, bondage and freedom, inspiration and expiration, aspiration and renunciation, and
affluence or the abundant wealth of knowledge and resplendence of the Self.
Raja yoga and hatha yoga are the sciences of freedom (moksa sastra), they are the art of
liberating one from the bondages of life and death. They guide man to climb the ladder a"
spirituality. The only difference between the two is that hatha yoga starts from the body a-:
ends with the soul while raja yoga starts from the consciousness, climbs down to the body a-:
uplifts us again towards the Soul. Both criss-cross each other and reach the destiny of peace
poise and plenitude.
Patanjali enumerates the diseases that come in the way of one's progress towards
spiritual realization ( Y.S,I.30). This shows that he deals both with the body and mind and shows
also that the eight petals of yoga, (YS., I.29), are the ways to free oneself from the shackles a'
body and mind and guide the sadhaka towards Self-realization and then onwards towards. God
-realization.
Svatmarama, the author of the Hathayoga Pradipika, says that man, being the product
of nature, cosmic intelligence, individual mind, intelligence, ahamkara(I-ness), mamakara
(mine-ness) the ﬁve elements and their ﬁve qualities, the ﬁve senses of perception and ﬁve
organs of action is susceptible to three types of diseases. He classiﬁes them as adhibhautika
(disease due to drought, earthquake, famine, cyclone, tides, bites and so on), adhidaivika
(through the influence of planets, which in modern language are termed as genetic diseases
and allergy) and adhyamika (self-made diseases). This adhyatmika raga may be physical or
mental or both. As these illnesses come by one's own habits and behaviors’, hatha yoga shows
the ways of conquering them through one‘s own efforts.
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The Yoga Sutra is divided into four parts as, Samadhi Pada, Sadhana Pada, Vibhuti
Pada and Kaivalya Pada. The ﬁrst chapter explains the sadivanator those who have a balanced
mind. The second is meant for those who are raw in body and mind and shows them the way
begin the sadhana. The third speaks of miraculous powers. Though powers are dealt with,
Patanjali advises the sadhaka to be careful not to get caught in their whirlwind when trying to
the wind. He cautions that such siddhi (powers) may escalate into a tornado of sorrow. The
fourth chapter explains in detail the conscious state of the yogi who is in a state of absoluteness
doneness (kevala avastha) and how he has to live and act with this state of emancipation.
Svatmarama divides his book into four chapters. The ﬁrst deals with yama to asana
disciplines, the second with pranayama, the third with mudra and bandha and the fourth with
Samadhi. Besides these, he has added a few more things, as a curative method with drastic
techniques called kriya or karma, for diseases in which the three humors of the body, namely,
vata, pitta and slesma are totally vitiated or are in excess. This is the only extra feature in the
book. Otherwise his method is almost identical with that of Patanjali’s. Hence both are not only
complementary to each other but supplementary too.
Patanjali says’ that the self comes in contact with the objects which are seen and is
caught in the web of desires. We forget our true nature and become victims of pain and sorrow.
He cautions that one may not be aware of the pain which may appear in the future (YS, ll.16)
and so he advocates practice (abhyasa) and renunciation (vairagya)( YS, I.12)
Svatmarama says that energy (prana) and desire (vasana) are the two forces which
distract the citta or the consciousness. Right use of energy is abhyasa and freeing the citta from
desires which come in the way of practice is vairagya.
The association of the seer with the seen is the cause of distress. Avoidance of union between
them is the remedy for distress (YS, ll.17).
The activity of the mind has vasana and prana as the two causes. When one of them becomes
inactive, both come to an end (H YP, lV.22).
Practice should be with faith, courage, memory, contemplation and awareness 1, says Patanjali.
Svatmarama uses different terminologies for the same thesis2. Practice is that which s done
uninterruptedly with devotion and dedication in order to get firmly established in the path of
yoga'. At the same time to prepare the mind to be free from the things which come in the way
of practice is vairagya4. Svatmarama explains abhyasa and vairagya as ha and, tha. Ha and Ttha
are prana and apana or aspiration (pravrtti)and renunciation (nivrtti) In the same way as
electricity, is composed of positive and negative currents, a new dynamic life sets in through
hatha yoga This is known as atmajyoti (light of the soul). According to Hathayoga Pradipika, the
body is tamasic (lethargic), the mind is rajasic (active) and the soul is sattvic (pure and
luminous). Asana practices transform the body to the level of the mind and then take both body
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and mind to merge in the seat of the soul’. As all rivers join the sea and lose their identities, the
vehicles of the Self (the senses, the mind, the intelligence, the ego and the consciousness) lose
their identities and live as one integrated being in the sea of the soul. Like a burnt seed which
cannot sprout at all, a yogi's actions are free from reactions and from then on he becomes a
jivanmukta a liberated Self in this very life.
Patanjali mentions nowhere that he is speaking of raja yoga Owing to long-time
propaganda, many have the notion that Patanjali's yoga is spiritual and hatha yoga is physical.
Most of us are well acquainted with the Yoga Sutra but I am not certain whether all of us are as
equally aware of hatha yoga texts.
THE AIM AND ESSENCE
Both the texts, having the same essence, aim at kaivalya.
Patanjali explains the essence of yoga in two sutra. "When all the movements and
vibrations of the consciousness are stilled and then silenced, the Self stands on its own glory"'
1. Pursue yogic discipline with faith, vigour, memory, keen intellect and power of
absorption to experience the absolute consciousness (YS., I.20).
2. Yoga succeeds by six qualities: cheerfulness, adamantine perseverance, courage,
intellectual potency, faith and abandoning bad company (H.Y.P., I.16).
3. Residing in such a hut, being free from all worries, the yogi should practice yoga and
yoga alone in the way taught by his guru (H.Y.P., I.14).
4. Yoga fails by over-eating, over-exertion, excessive talk, unsuitable austerity,
promiscuous company and unsteadiness (H. Y.P., I.15).
5. Asana make the body and mind firm and steady, make (the practitioner) free from
disease and light in the limb (H.Y.P., I.17).
6. Yoga citta vrtti nirodhah. Tada drastuh varupe avasthanam (Y.S, I.2 & 3).
Only if the mirror is clean can it reﬂect an image clearly, whereas in yoga, when the
consciousness is silenced at its source, the Self shines forth without the mirror of the mind or
the intelligence or the I or Me.
Svatmarama takes a lot of pains lengthily and lucidly to explain the same thing; how to
experience the beauty of this state of Self-reflection (atma-darsana).
Let me quote from the fourth chapter of his text. He says that,”rajayoga, Samadhi,
unmani, Manonmani, sunya sunya, paramapada, amanaskatva, advaita, niralamba, niranjana,
jivanmukti, sahaja, turiya” are synonymous terms as they imply the same meaning and
experience (IV.3&4)
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As grains of salt dissolved in water become water (lV.5); as the camphor that merges
in flame becomes flame (lV.59), the body, the mind, the intelligence, the ego and the
consciousness merge in the Self and become one.
“The mind is the king of the senses, the king of the mind is prana by sublimating the
prana through the sound of its ﬂow, both prana and vasana are absorbed". (lV.29 & 30).
"As an empty earthen pot when exposed to space is empty inside and outside, the
yogi is empty inside and empty outside. At the same time, as the pot in the sea is ﬁlled inside as
well as outside with water, the perfect yogi sees the Self inside and outside" (lV.50).
“Not only does the yogi stop thinking inside and outside, but abandons positively all
forces and remains totally silent anywhere and everywhere. Then in that state he experiences
the state of kaivalya which alone remains" (lV.57 & 62). “ln that state he is free from fault, pain,
old disease, hunger and sleep and becomes a master (yogesvara)”(lV.75 & 77).
“As the ﬁre becomes extinct the moment the wood is extinguished, the citta rests in
the of the Self’ (lV.98).
"The yogi blessed with samadhi loses all sense of odor, taste, form, touch and sound he
neither knows of himself or others" (IV.109).
"He is neither awake nor asleep, he has neither memory nor forgetfulness, he fee
neither heat nor cold, neither pain nor pleasure, honor or dishonor but is clear and virtuous'
(IV.110, 111 &112).
The culmination of hatha yoga is when the Self mingles as Self in the rivers of poise
peace, plenty, wisdom and virtue, percolating perennially and freely into the fibers and cell.
Then the hatha yogi drinks the essence of yoga.
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PHYSIOLOGY AND CAKRA
Astadala Yogamala Volume 2

Physiology is a science dealing with the organic processes or functions of living organisms, or
their parts in living bodies.
The human body is like a sophisticated machine, but God made. It is an instrument and
the apparatus of the soul - the atman. It has three tiers: gross body, subtle body and causal
body. These three bodies are demarcated and simplified as sheaths. There are five sheaths
known as the anatomical, physiological, psychological, and intellectual and the spiritual
sheaths.
The subtle body is in between the gross or material body and the causal body an: hence
it is called the middle body. This middle body covers the physiological, mental an: intellectual
sheaths. This tier being the bridge between the outer and the innermost bodies becomes the
prime factor of thought creation, projection, mutation, fluctuation, modification and
modulation. On account of these facets, it becomes the abode of dualities like pain and
pleasure, heat and cold and honor and dishonor.
Consequently, all yoga texts advise us to control and sublimate this middle tier of man.
It is the seat of consciousness, which consists of mind, intelligence and 'I'. However, the
consciousness (citta)acts as the seer (drsta), seeing, viewing or beholding (drsti) and as object
to be looked at or worth seeing (drsya) It has the power to evoke, appease, entice and store
experiences.
The practice of yoga takes the practitioner beyond mind, intelligence and 'I' to
experience that light which never fades. This is the light of the soul or atman.
Wise men discovered and prescribed the ways of practice and renunciation to restrain
this middle tier of man and named the ways as the science and philosophy of yoga (yoga sastra)
commonly known as astanga yoga (the eight petalled yoga),
EFFECTS OF YOGA
Practice is an evolutionary path (pravrtti marga) and renunciation is an involutionary path
(nivrtti marga), though both are evolutionary in one sense. Here, methods to trace the source
of consciousness are shown in order to cultivate inner discipline and enjoy unalloyed freedom.
The ﬁrst four petals of astanga yoga, namely yama, niyama, asana and pranayama, are
the evolutionary methods as they connect the self to nature. These practices not only give
health but purify and sanctity the body, bringing clarity in thought by sharpening the
intelligence. The petal of pratyahara is a bridge between the evolutionary and involutionary
practices. The last three petals of yoga, dharana, dhyana and samadhi,' are the involutionary or
the inward path, a return journey towards God. This latter part of yoga turns man's middle
body (the subtle body) towards the causal body, the abode of the soul. Through these various
disciplines of yoga, the middle body soon realizes the worthlessness of going out to satisfy the
gross body.
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The first petal of yoga starts from the periphery towards the source with yama. It is not
only character building but also acts in controlling the organs of action. The second petal asana
helps to discipline the senses of perception. The third petal, asana, cultures the cells or the
body; the fourth petal, pranayama stores and evenly distributes energy throughout the body
the fifth petal, pratyahara, disciplines the mind directly. The sixth petal, dharana, sharpens the
intelligence to develop maturity; the seventh petal, dhyana, helps to quieten the consciousness
and the last, the eighth petal, samadhi, takes the practitioner towards the source, the sight of
the soul (atma darsana)
We are made up of the respiratory, circulatory, digestive, nervous, glandular and genet
excretory systems. Each one is dependent upon the other for healthy rhythmic functions. The
secretions of the hormonal system are considered to be an essential factor for the tranquility of
the mind. The house of all these various systems is the spinal column (merudanda). The spine
its muscles, its nerves and its fluid keep all these systems functioning in concord. The science of
yoga was aptly discovered by yogis in order to culture the merudanda or vinadaoda so that the
shoots of the spine like the fibres, sinews, cells, nerves, senses, mind, intelligence, ego and
consciousness are kept healthy and clear.
Practice and renunciation have to be followed concurrently using the intelligence
analysis and discernment. By right practice, the sanctity of the body must be built up and
maintained and the intelligence sharpened. For earning this quality of development three types
of practices ale suggested. They are the drying up system (sosana kriya), filtering or refining
system (sodhana kriya) and appeasing, soothing or quenching system (samana kriya). These
three types of practice are not only in ayurveda(vedic system of medicine) and nature cure
system (prakrti cikitsa kriya) but also in yoga kriya .
THE SPINAL COLUMN (MERUDAIVA OR VINADANDA)
The spinal column has different parts such as coccyx, sacral, lumbar, dorsal and cervical regions,
Networks of plexuses and ductless glands are situated in contact with the various parts C' spinal
column, and they can cause either disturbances in health and poise or help to build good
physical health and mental poise.
Yogis studied the human body in their own ways, particularly the spinal column.
Through their intuitive capacity they studied the energy centres within the spinal cord and
named them cakra. This study gave them experience beyond body and mind.

CAKRA
Cakra means a wheel, a diagram, a cycle or a circle. As the wheel of a gigantic machine is
connected to a ﬂywheel, round which the entire machine moves like a chain, similarly the
rhythmic discharge of the cakra affects the functioning of physical, physiological, mental,
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mystical spiritual depressions or elations. Cakra is the store house of power; there are seven in
number. They are muladhara, svadhisthana, manipuraka, anahata, visuddhi, ajna and sahasrara.
Because of the location of various cakra as explained in yoga texts, many authors hold
to represent the plexuses or ductless glands. The cakra may or may not be these, though their
situation corresponds very closely. If plexuses and glands work on psycho-physiological cakra
work at the level of spiritual enlightenment. As cakra deal with spiritual growth, they beyond
words or expression and hence may remain as mysterious as they are now.
All cakra are associated with the ﬁve elements of nature and its qualities (guna). They
seem to be circular (mandala) with different designs like petals (dala)
Muladhara cakra belongs to the element of earth (prthvitatta) with four petals and is of tamasic
nature. Svadhisthana cakra belongs to the water element (ap-tattva) with six petals and by
nature is tamasic also. Manipuraka cakra, with the element of ﬁre, is rajasic and has ten petals.
Anahata cakra too is rajasic by nature, connected to the element of air (vayu-tattva) and has
twelve petals. Visuddhi cakra belongs to the element of ether (akasa-tattva), has sixteen petals
and is sattvic while ajna cakra, which is pure sattvic, has two petals and is connected with the
principle of intelligence (buddhi-tattva) The last one, sahasrara cakra, is filled with principle of
the purusa, the Self (atma-tattva)These petals (dala), represent the fifty letters Sanskrt alphabet.
Many are under the impression that Patanjali does not speak of cakra. It is far from
true. Not only does he but also Sage Vyasa speak in regard to cakra in sutra one of chapter
For example, Patanjali mentions nabhicakra (YS, III.30) for manipuraka cakra,
kantakupa (III.31) (well of the throat) for visuddhi cakra, murdha jyoti (III.33) for ajna cakra and
hrdaya for (III.35) anahata cakra,
Similarly, Sage Vyasa uses nabhicakra, hrdya pundarika (hrt= self; pundarica = white
lotus = the seat of God in each individual), murdhani (forehead), jyotisi (light, eye, as focal
points), nasikagra (tip of the nose), jihvagra (visuddhi) for concentration and meditation
(dharanair and dhyana).
NERVOUS SYSTEM
In order to know the functions of the plexuses, glands or cakra, one should know something
about the nervous system. This system in the human body has three tiers. They are the
peripheral nervous system, autonomous nervous system and central nervous system.
The peripheral nervous system gets its feedback from the senses of perceptions organs
of action. The autonomous nervous system is semi-voluntary as it functions on its own as well
as through the volition of the mind. The central nervous system is electrifying, d and functions
with the help of judicial intelligence.
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The cakra are hidden in the core of the spinal canal, which is said to be thinner than a
hair and have access to the entire functioning of the body. As mentioned earlier, the cakra are
within the spinal cord spreading from the base - tailbone - to the apex of the brain - crown the
head. The cord being exactly in the Centre of the body, the yogis named it madhyama nadi or
middle nerves. Thus, the middle nerves represent the central nervous system of modern
medicine.
We are all aware that with all of the modern scientific equipment’s, very little is known
about this central nervous system. According to the yogis, the energy discharged from the cakra
is known as life force (prana sakti or jiva sakti while the autonomous nervous system is sa be on
the right and left sides of the spinal column as an inner part of the nerves (antaranga bhaga);
and peripheral nerves are external (bahiranga bhaga) Though the functioning of re central
nervous system still eludes modern science, it was known and understood by the yogis through
their intuition and deep study.
It is said that if the entire nervous system is cut and connected as a single thread it would run to
6,000 miles (9,600 kilometers) while all the blood vessels (arteries, veins and capillaries) if
joined run to 60,000 miles (96,000 kilometers). The Indians call even the blood vessels nadis.
How the Indian sages traced all these systems without sophisticated laboratory equipment is a
puzzle to scientists.
The yogis declared that the heart and navel are the centres of the intricate nervous
system. They say that 72,000 nerves spring out from the bulb below the navel (kandasthana),
each having 72,000 branches. In the same way 101 nerves originate from the heart centre. Out
of these 101 nadis only 100 nadis emanate wlth 72,000 branches. But the one nadi that sprouts
from the heart centre has no branch; it is called citra nadi which pierces the susumna nadi at
muladhara cakra. The particularity of citra nadi is that it has direct connection from the heart
(hrdaya) and to the head (brahmarandhra). Hence, it is considered as a divine nadi (divya nadi)
or a sacred nadi (pavitra nadi)
Yoga texts give various names to nadi. Amongst them, ida pingala and susumna are
most important.
Ida nadi represents the lunar plexus or the parasympathetic nervous system. Pingala
represents the solar plexus or sympathetic nervous system or the autonomous nerves. Ida
controls the emotional centres and pingala, the physical and physiological centres. Susumna
represents the central nervous system.
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Ida and pingala criss-cross each other at each cakra and power their energies in the
cakra for use at times of emergency. When the peripheral and autonomous systems fail, the
energy of the central nervous system keeps life going. Similarly, the energy stored in the cakra
is released as energy at time of need.

KUNDALINI SAKTI (SERPENT POWER)
Kundalini is divine energy lying latent or dormant at the muladhara cakra. lt is called kundalini
as it is coiled three and half times (kundalakara) Kundala also means snake. As the snake coils
itself at rest so does this sakt/' or power. The three and a half coils represent the three states,
wakeful (jagrata), dreamy (svapna) and sleep ( susupti) while the half coil stands for
emancipated (turiya) state.
When the sadhaka is free from lust, anger, greed, infatuation, pride and malice, the
serpent power (kundalini sakrti) rises and ﬂames up through yoga, or by the path of jnana,
karma or bhakti. Otherwise it remains latent or dormant at the base of the spine. The moment
the sadhaka is free from the above six enemies as well as triguna this kundalini power opens
the gate of muladhara cakra and ascends chamber after chamber (cakra after cakra) like fire
and reaches the cranium - the sahasrara cakra .
As Laksmi is the consort of Lord Vishnu, Parvati of Lord Shiva, Sarasvati of Lord Brahma,
Kundalli is the consort of the jivatman.
KundalinI has many names. Sage Patanjali terms it Prakrti Sakti while others call it
Paramesvari, Bhujangini Kutilangi; isvari Arundhati Prana Devata and Balaranda (Bala = a youth;
randa= a widow; Balaranda= a young pure virgin widow). As the dormant Kundalini is the base
of the spine, not having united with her lord (purusa or the Self) it is compared t: E young virgin
widow. When the sadhaka is free from material influences and perseveres in the spiritual path
with devotion, this young virgin lady moves at once to unite with her Lord through
brahmarandhra at sahasrara.
The fluid in the spine acts as a thermometer of the physical, physiological and mei
actions and reactions. As temperature runs high, so the mercury rises. Similarly the fluid in the
spine ascends or descends according to the activities of the organic and mental bodies. Practice
of yoga keeps this fluid of the spine in a steady state without fluctuations.
For example, if we are attentive and observant, we can feel the fluid rising while making
an effort to sit erect Soon it is possible to realize that though we are sitting straight and feeling
the fluid low in the base of the spine, we jerk the spine often to keep it erect but do not notice
the upward flow of the fluid. When it is so hard to notice this rise and fall of the felt spinal fl
one can imagine how difficult it would be to observe the ascension of the mystical and spiritual
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kundalini sakti at muladhara, let alone have the power to maintain or retain it. Often the power
may rise to the gate and go back to recoil in its old position.
ASANA, MUDRA AND BANDHA
In order to generate the sakti of kundalini asana, pranayama, mudra and bandha were invented
and evolved. Their practice pierces the gates of muladhara for susumna to receive the energy of
citra nadi and to allow it to pass through the other cakra. By various yogic methods, the nerves,
senses, mind, intelligence, ego and consciousness are purified and sanctified for coiled divine
energy to become erect and ascend towards the cranium to meet its Lord.
All the yogic practices help the visual intelligence (darsana jnana) to penetrate inwards
and to connect the consciousness (citta) with the soul (atman) Like asana and pranayama,
bandha and mudra are many. The precise practice of them guides the sadhaka to know and
understand that the energy oozing out is the same as the energy that oozes in. As common
people quickly know the outlets of pleasures, the yogis experience pure delight when energy
pours within. We are all aware of various outlets through which energy dissipates from the
body. As there are outlets for energy, there are inlets for energy to ﬂow in. These inlets are
called cakra. If the outlets are blocked through yogic means, energy gets deposited in these
various cakra creating heat, which stirs the kundalini to move upwards.
In Rudrayamila, it is said ‘muladhare vasati saktihi sahasrare sadasivah”. It means
‘kundalini lives in the abode of muladhara and purusa or sadasiva (Self) at sahasrara”.
When kundalini ascends, the sadhaka is chaste in thought, word and deed. He is an
urdhvaretan (one who moves the life force towards sahasrara cakra and lives in chastity). Here,
he experiences the fourth state‘of self (turiyavastha)
The three nadi ida, pingala and susumna are compared to the three sacred rivers of
India, the Ganga, Yamuna and Sarasvati. They are the sacred rivers in human beings.
As the river Sarasvati is called gupta nadi (concealed river), so susumna is the gupta
nadi (concealed channel of energy) of the human system.
As the subterranean river Sarasvati is submerged in Ganga and Yamuna, susumna is ridden
between ida and pingala The energy in susumna ﬂows between these two nadi all over the
body. Hence susumana is called the middle nerve or the central nerve.
When energy begins to ﬂow in susumna, the force of ida and pingala gets nulliﬁed.
The energy ﬂowing in susumna is kundalini. When it ﬂows perennially, the sadhaka becomes a
yogi, a jnani, a renunciate, a jivamuktan. This is dharma megha samadhi or nirbija Samadhi.
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CAKRA, BANDHA AND KRIYA *
Astadala Yogamala Volume 2
My prostrations to Lord Patanjali and to the master of all masters, Lord Narayana, and to my
beloved Guru, who enticed me to take this noble path of knowledge with action. I salute and
bow to these three guru, and pay my respects to them before I begin. You know, the organizer
asked me to sit on the platform while speaking. But I have chosen this corner because of m,
want of knowledge in this subject. In case something happens, I can hide my face in the comer
This is the most mysterious subject in yoga physiology. You all have heard so much
about physiology that I have very little to add to it. The seed is very small, but from it sprouts a
gigantic tree. Unfortunately, I have not gone beyond that seed and seedling, hence my
knowledge of the subject has been of a very slow growth. As the subject, from its seed, has
reached the extreme limit of growth, it is most difficult for me to cover.
The inner life force keeps each and every individual dynamically alive and kicking, yet
this invisible force being subjective is very difficult to express in terms of the science of
physiology. Before going into the physiological aspect of man, we should know that as human
beings we are made up of three elements. Not the elements of nature, but three principles: the
body (sarira) the consciousness (citta) and then the seer (ãtman) When I speak of consciousness
I mean not only the outermost layer or mind (manas), but also the innermost layers like
intelligence (buddhi) and I-ness (ahamkara), which are very difficult to interpenetrate. Man has
these three apparatuses, three instruments, which comprise a mandala — body, mind and soul
— like a universe mutating within man. Our sages spoke of three bodily frames or sarira
enveloping the soul, which are further divided into five sheaths. (Table n. 4).
The first, karya sarira, is the gross or anatomical body, consisting of one sheath, the sheath of
nourishment. The second frame is suksma sarira or subtle body. The third frame karana sarira
or causal body, is of one sheath, the anandamaya kosa or the sheath of spiritual joy. It is the
most interior, the most ethereal of the three bodies. However the second frame is the
connecting bridge or link between the physical and spiritual bodies. This second, as middle
body, contains three sheaths: the physiological sheath (that includes the respiratory,
circulatory, digestive, endocrine, excretory and genital systems); the psychological sheath
(manas or mental) and the intellectual sheath (buddhi), involving awareness, feeling, judgment
and subjective experience.
Patanjali attributes tremendous importance to the middle body. As he describes in chapter I,
sutra 5 to 11, all actions are created by vrtti. There are ﬁve kinds of vrtti causing mixed pain and
pleasure, which may or may not be cognizable. When pleasure is visible, pain is hidden. When
the pain is visible, pleasure is hidden. These vrtti trigger this middle body — the physiological,
psychological and intellectual sheaths — for the causal body and the gross body to act and
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react. By this, we see that this middle body is both a troublemaker and a troubleshooter. This
middle body has to be brought under control by the life force (prana) and the consciousness

(citta) as they are interwoven together. Where there is consciousness, there is life force. Where
there is life force, there is consciousness. The prana and citta cannot be separated. Hence, any
reactions on these two not only act and react on themselves but also on the outer and inner
bodies including facial expressions of dullness or contentment and serenity. Yogic physiology
has a tremendous bearing on the psychology of each individual. Patanjali uses the terminology
of the physiological functions in the ﬁrst chapter when he says, Pracchardana vidharanabhyam
va pranasya ( Y.S. I.34). Restrain the outﬂow of breath, which is the art of releasing tension of
the consciousness. When you are in the state of releasing the breath, which is a physiological
action the reaction may be tranquillizing and appeasing on the mind. Patanjali wants us to
maintain this steady tranquil state by extending and readjusting the out breath with smooth
and fine ﬂow as well as pensive retention after the out breath.
If mutations take place in the consciousness, the reactions are felt immediately in the
entire nervous system, the respiratory system, the circulatory system, the digestive system, the
glandular system, the excretory system and generative system. They all get boiled up. This
reaction or boiling up of these systems affects the causal body. Patanjali says Vrtti sarupyam
itarata (YS, l.4). The causal body (karana or atma sarira) gets enmeshed according to the
dictates and mutations of the consciousness. So the two sutra of Patanjali cover the entire
domain of human development.
As the vrtti sarupyam (the identiﬁcation of the seer with the ﬂuctuating consciousness)
disturb the physiological body as well as the psychological body, he wants silence to reign
through abhyasa and vairagy ( Y.S. I.12-16). Abhyasa is an evolutionary method (pravrtti marga)
and vairagya is the involutionary method (nivrtti marga) Abhyasa and vairagya make a mandala.
These two unite as two in one, similar to the mind, body and soul which are three in one, trinity
in unity. Abhyasa and vairagya united as one, bring poise and tranquility. When there is
tranquility energy is stored in the "system. It is not wasted or dissipated at all. So the entire aim
of yoga is to develop that jnana , that knowledge which can take us in the right path of abhyasa
and vairagya ( pravitti marge and the nivrtti marga). Nivrti means moving from the peripheral
areas from the external body, towards the inner body. The pravitti marga means moving from
the causal body towards the external body. Understanding inner intricacies and exploring inner
channels by external means, conveys what abhyasa and vairagya represent.
Abhyasa and vairagya are both connected to jnana. According to Patanjali jnana is
savitarka jnana, savicara jnana, sananda jnana and sasmita jnana known as samprajnata ( Y.S,
l.17). It is not just jnana, but prajnana. What is the difference between jnana and prajnana?
Jnana is an acquired knowledge, while prajnana is an experienced knowledge. Abhyasa and
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vairagya help to develop prajnana. Through acquired knowledge, we ﬁnd out the pros and cons
of objective knowledge in order to come to a ﬁnal judgment in savitarka and savicara, so that
we begin the subjective method in the form of sananda and sasmita However, one has to ﬁrst
develop jnana to understand prajnana.
The oscillating intelligence (buddhivrtti is stopped in dharana. When buddhivrtti is
stopped, then comes cittavrtti nirodha When jnana becomes quiet then citta too becomes
quiet the intelligence (buddhi) belongs to the heart while the intellect (jnana), to the head. In
this state neither jnana nor buddhi are shaky. Buddhi is one (eka), like the atman. This way,
yoga takes us from the outer body, step by step, towards the middle body, and from there to
the innermost centre, the atman. Hence, madhyama sarira is the right word. Yoga begins with
the external sheath, the structural or muscular sheath (the annamaya kosa or sthula sarira). Fan
here one break the barriers to enter the antara sarira (suksma sarira), which is the organic body
or vital areas. The yogis call it prana sarira. After penetrating the physico-physio- psychological
body, one penetrates further towards the vijnanamaya kosa which western science has never
thought of at all. To them, everything is mind. Mind is a gatherer. Mind cannot judge.
The inner instrument of the mind i.e., intelligence alone judges. And that intelligence is vijnana.
That is why the yogis — who were scientists in their own way (vijnani) -have used a better
terminology for us to tread this path without any confusion. Jnana must be developed into
vijnana and vijnana into prajnana and from prajnana one is led towards the atman —the divine
source. The science and philosophy of yoga come to an end when an ordinary human being
becomes a divine being (prajnana).
Now we come to bandha, mudra cakra and kriya The word kriya is misunderstood in
modern times. The kriya of the hatha yoga texts are very different from the kriya of the
Patanjala Yoga Sutra. The satkriya (dhauti, basti, neti, trataka, nauli, and kapalabhati) are on the
physiological level, used in yogic texts to keep the vital organs healthy, provided they are not
cured by any other means. Hence, they are never used for the growth of spiritual knowledge.
They have remedial value to vanquish certain diseases, but should not be brought at all into the
picture of pantanjala kriya yoga.
Tapah svadhyaya lsvarapranidhananikni kriyayogah (Y.S II.1). Patanjali’s kriya, namely
tapas, svadhyaya, isvara pranindhana, are practical. Abhyasa and vairagya connect these three
kriya. If you do not know the outer body, the middle body and the inner body, is there any way
to sanctify and purify the outer, middle or inner, and make them holy? Hence all actions (kriya)
are meant to follow abhyasa and vairagya whatever the various terminologies. Mudra means a
seal and bandha means a lock. Why are these words used? You know today banks have lockers.
Why? So that you’re precious things may be kept safe. All are not allowed to go to the lockers.
Only those who have booked the lockers can go to open them. Mudra and bandha are like the
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locks to the doors and windows of the human being. They cannot be opened easily. You not
open the lockers in the bank without the permission of the manager, can you? He has tocome
with you to open the main door of the main locker. Then another man comes to open the inner
door and then goes away. Then you open your locker yourself. So the madhya sarira the antara
sarira are the agents to unlock before you unlock your door. The doors of the atman have to be
opened by your own atman. That is why these lockers have been introduced into the yogic
system, as you are the only one who knows the number of the lock in order to unlock it exactly
at a right or ripe time.
Why are the locks there? Because there is a precious energy, a precious jewel, hidden
in the system known as kundalini. Kundalakara means coiled. Why is this energy in a coiled
state and not in a stretched state? This energy is given to all of us. It is existing in us as a grace
of God it is in a latent state, therefore coiled. This energy needs to be straightened through
yogic practices. Kundalini is a divine power. Each individual has several divine forces. Even
dacoits are known to have shown some restraints of the guna. Many never molested a woman.
And some only stole from the rich and gave to the poor. There were some very interesting
stories about the bright side of these people. We too should look at ourselves, to see what
types of dacoitism go on in our own mind, to see where there is violence and thievery, and
where there is divine light.
The term sakti is used to indicate this divine power. To awaken this sakti, buddhi-tattva has to
be developed to know the purusa and character has to be cultivated. But today what is
happening? Every Tom, Dick or Harry on the street is going around saying, “My kundalini has
awakened" You ask anybody, they say, “Oh, the guru touched me and my kundalini was
awakened”. Only in the fourth chapter does Patanjjali speak of kundalini in the name of prakrti.
The original term was purusa prakrti samyogagni. The ﬁre which brings union between purusa
and prakrti is samyogagni. This divine union of the purusa with the prakrti makes man divine.
An abundant ﬂow of sakti runs in him.
Now, what is this union’? Lord Vishnu has a consort, Laksmi. Lord Shiva has a consort
Parvati. Lord Brahma has a consort, Sarasvati. Similarly, this jivatman has a consort, which is
Prakrti. So it is nothing new. The science of yoga and the practice of yoga teach us to see how
the purusa can live with his consort, the prakrti in poise and peace. The prakrti in each
individual is in an unpolluted state; and so is the purusa But unfortunately the inner (middle)
body creates all these problems and pollutes the pra/rm’ and apparently the purusa When this
middle body becomes clear, then there can be a direct contact of prakrti with purusa or purusa
with prakrti without interference. Then there is purity, cleanliness and sanctity, within and
without. This is the action of kundalini.
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This latent or dormant energy cannot be awakened by any means except ﬁre. That ﬁre
is nothing but the ﬁre of yoga (yogagni) The ﬁre of yoga alone can unlock inside and bring back
the inner balance for the sakti to rush or to gush to reach its lover, the purusa. This divine force
has different chambers. These chambers are known as the vessels of sakti. As electrical
energies are stored in power houses, we have power houses in our system. These power
houses are known as sakti kosa or cakra. They are: muladhara, svadhisthana, manipuraka,,
anahata, visuddhi and ajna. From muladhara, kundalini pierces the ﬁve other chambers and
moves up towards sahasrara where she reaches the purusa and remains united with Him. Here
ends the polarity between prakrti and purusa.
The cakra possess the principal elements of nature. Each cakra has its own shape, its
own tom or mandala. Muladhara has prithvi-tattva or the element of earth. It has four petals.
You may laugh at these ideas because they are not seen by the naked eye nor by the
sophisticated instruments invented by modern scientists. But the yogis had a much deeper
awareness than we have today. The heart has four chambers, which we know today. Did they
know it had four chambers previously? Only after dissection did they ﬁnd the four chambers.
Similarly, if we go on dissecting the prakrti us, we may also one day come to the thoughts of the
ancients about the various divisions of these different inner chambers, which are natural
(prakrtic) but subtle.
The second is the svadhisthana cakra which has the element water and six petals or
six mandala. These two have the qualities of the tamoguna. Why is the energy coiled? Because
it is in the tamasic state in these two cakra. Then comes the manipuraka, the third cakra, which
has the element of tire or tejas-tattva, with ten petals. You all know the solar plexus. The
manipuraka cakra has the character of rajas So all mutations take place in this navel area.
Anahata, the fourth cakra, is of the element air, vayu, with twelve petals. It is both sattvic and
rajasic. For unenlightened people, citta acts in a rajasic way as it has to think, act and restrain in
order to transform the sadhaka towards the sattvic nature. Vissuddhi the ﬁfth, has the tattva of
ether element, akasa, with sixteen petals. Akasa-tattva is full of sattvic nature. The sixth cakra,
ajna, which is called the third eye, has the tattva of buddhi. It has two petals, symbolizing the
mind functioning in the two regions, prakrti and purusa. Whereas sahasrara in the head has one
thousand petals, hence the name sahasrara.
Cakra means a turning wheel. Even in the modem industrial world, all instruments are
connected to one wheel or the other. All the multiple wheels are dependent on a central wheel
or base wheel. As soon as that wheel begins moving, it triggers the others to start moving as
cell. Cakra makes the energy roll from one to the other through its six chambers. This prakrti
sakti having all the elements of nature, ascends through the visuddhi cakra to become pure in
intelligence for the sadhaka to experience the state of a gunat/Ian (free from the qualities of
nature). That is why it is called the seat of the third eye. The intuitive eye is the third eye. So
when you reach that third eye, you have conquered the guna of nature. And as the guna of
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nature have come to an end, it is buddhi -tattva that reaches the culminating area in the
sahasrara cakra, the thousand-petalled lotus, or the cakra of the thousand mandala.

Even people like Vivekananda claimed that the cakra had nothing to do with the
growth of raja yoga. They all say that it is nothing but a hatha yogic, tantric method which has
nothing do with yogic method. So I thought that you as students of yoga should know that Sage
patanjali has explained about cakra and their locations. Nabhicakre kayavyuhajnanam (YS,
III.30). What is nabhicakra? Navel cakra. What is the navel cakra? lt is the manipuraka cakra of
Hathayoga Pradipika. Though the names differ in the textbooks, the places do not differ at all. Is
this not interesting to know that nabhicakra of Patanjali is manipuraka cakra of Hathayoga
Pradipika? You may call it one way, I may call it in another way and a third may call it something
different it is just the fancy of the persons giving different names. In sutra lll.33, Patanjali refers
to another cakra. Murdhajyotisi siddhadarsanam. Murdhajyoti refers to the ajna cakra, the third
eye (the coronal light under the crown of the head). Sutra lll.35 refers to the anahata cakra,
hrdaye cittasamvit. Then kanthakupe ksutpipasa nivrttih ( Y.S, lll.31). Katlhakupa -kantha means
neck or throat According to Patanjali, thirst and hunger are controlled by its restraint. Visuddhi
cakra belongs to the element of ether, the subtlest element of nature. You can see the
connection m the akasa-tattva This means that your jnana has developed to such an extent that
you do not thirst for ordinary things. Kantha means the entire portion of the inner throat, the
inner part of the neck. Kupa means a well or a vessel to store energy. in our ordinary walk of life
we talk and criticize others. We either do this or that. Naturally the well of the throat gets dried
up. Hence the yogis say, "do not dry the well, but keep the vessel of the throat wet". These are
the reasons for the introduction of bandha. Jalandhara Bandha, Uddiyana Bandha and Mula
Bandha are essential to practice in asana and pranayama, so that the energy may not dissipate
in wrong ways. When the sadhaka gets saturated by energy, his system seeks outlets. Talking is
an outlet. Ejection of the semen is an outlet. Excretion is an outlet. When mudra and bandha
are practiced, they act as seals. Remember that in asana there are also seals:
Paschimottanasana, Salamba Sarvangasana, Salamba Sirsasana (Plate n. 5), Mulabandhasana,
act as seals in their own ways. Do not get carried away and think that band/1a is superior to
asana We have to understand the literal meaning of what a bane/ha is, what a lock is. What is a
seal? When you are in Setu. Bandha Sarvangasana, what do you do? You seal the entire back
portion of the body. When you do Setu Bandha Sarvangasana on the bench, what do you do?
Ponder over it Then you will get lots of ideas.
As yoga practitioners, we do not allow the energy to go out, but ﬁnd an inlet. As there
is outlet, there must be an inlet too. This is a kind of inlet (Urdhvaretas). Now you can
understand meaning of urdhvaretas. The ascension of kundalini begins from urdhvaretas,
where all the energies are brought together as a single unit. Heat is produced on account of
these seals and locks. It cannot escape by any means. It must tum inwards, to the inlet. That
inlet is nothing but susumna. The moment it enters one becomes an Urdhvaretan, a brahmacari
in a true sense. The prakrti has moved towards puruse and he or she is a brahmacari or a
brahmacarini. That is kundalini sakti.
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Now, we come to the most intricate point We hear about seven plexuses or seven and
how they correspond to the seven cakra. It may be right, or it may be wrong.
You are all sitting here. You have all heard of the thermometer, which measures the
temperature. The mercury rises and falls as the weather changes. If you have a fever the
mercury rises and if you are well, it remains stable at 98.6F.
Similarly, there is a thermometer in our system. l am not talking of the hypothalamus,
which controls the temperature of the body. You are all seated. Do not disturb yourselves. If
you disturb you will not know what l am saying. You are all sitting here. Be as you are. I will give
you a small instance so that you can feel yourselves. ‘
The ﬂuid in your central spine is lower than your spine. You can feel it yourselves.
When we are all sitting, the outer spine is slightly warm, but the central spine is not warm. The
mercury in your central spine has dropped. Do you feel it, or not?
A little louder please! All of you are feeling it?
— Yes, feeling it.
Now stretch your spine. What happened to the ﬂuid? It went up or it went down?
When you stretch the spine you should not look into the spine, but look into and feel the ﬂuid.
Just try again. Did the outer spine go up, or the fluid go up?
- (Silence...)
What? Nobody knows. Why is everybody quiet’? Why are only a few of you replying?
— (Silence...)
Do you understand your guna? You are dull! That is why Vyasa was right when he said that
"Yoga is not meant for all". But Patanjali being a compassionate man, said let us start
somewhere.
Now, you all sat straight, did you not’? Some of you are sinking, some of you are
yawning. That means the energy has gone down. At least some of you are still sitting straight. Is
the fluid remaining at the same height or has it dropped down’? Observe the ﬂuid only. The
spine “straight. What happened to the ﬂuid? It dropped, did it not’?
— Yes, it did.
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Understand these things, before you come to me and say, “the guru touched me and
my kundalini has awakened". See now. I have awakened your kundalini but soon it went
straight down. Though you are sitting straight the ﬂuid dipped. It you do not retain, it is as good
as sleep. The moment it is awakened, it dips again. What l said is just to show that it happens in
the power of kundalini also. Do you understand why l am bringing this up for you to experience?
The medical people can tell you which plexus controls which gland and which glands secrete for
what purposes. All these are on the physiological level. Cakra have nothing much to do with the
physical body or the physiological or psychological bodies. They are connected to the spiritual
body. These chambers are hidden inside the spinal cord and hence the yogic method was found
to be the key to unlocking these chambers.
The yogis have spoken about nadi? From the base of the manipuraka sprout 72,000
nadi each one branching off into a further 72,000 nadi. Besides these, they say 101 nerves
sprout from the heart, and except the citra nadi, all others further branch into 72,000 nadi,
This citra nadi is unpolluted and virginal. This single /1807 is the bridge that connects
prakrti with purusa. That is why it has no branches. All the others have branches. The other
intemedlaries do not allow this single nadi to come in contact with the purusa. The moment it
comes into contact with purusa, there is Samadhi.
Modern scientists speak of the inﬂuences of drugs and the actions of various drugs on
the peripheral nerves and on the autonomous nervous system. The central nervous system
solely works on discriminative intelligence. The autonomous nervous system is well dealt with
in the Hathayoga Pradipika as ida nadi and pingala nadi. The autonomous nervous system is
dependent upon these two. And these 72,000 branches are the peripheral nervous system
connecting to the autonomous system, working under the guidance of ida and pingala. The
word central nervous system means the middle part of the spinal column (madhyama),
whereas cakra are in the core of the spinal canal. lt is said that the fusion of the sympathetic
and parasympathetic (parts of the autonomous system) brings electrical fusion. That is susumna.
Yogis say that ida and pingala control the peripheral and autonomous nerves and feed the
susumna to store energy and keep it in reserve. The electrical nerve impulses are in between
ida and pingala. So all actions and reactions of the peripheral on the autonomous nervous
touch the central nervous system, the susumna. Susumna spreads everywhere, in order to ged
from the autonomous system through the peripheral channels, so that it stores energy.
Yogic practices help to increase or retain that fluid which you felt now, and yet one
has o learn with attention to keep it up. Even though it was in the state of ascendance, you felt
the fluid start to dip. It wants to be in the tamasic nature, so it dips immediately. Practice of
yoga makes this ﬂuid remain in and retain that position, so that it can move up from chamber
to chamber. Various asana are prescribed in order to keep this energy active Tomorrow when
you go to practice, whether Tadasana, or Utthita Trikonasana (Plate n. 8), follow this new
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lesson when you extend the spine, whether you moved the spine or you moved the ﬂuid of the
spine. Similarly when you do Urdhva Dhanurasana, do you extend the spine or do you extend
the ﬂuid of the spine’? Then you will know what you have learned today.
Sakti is a very, very difficult subject to understand. The moment you observe the ﬂuid
moving but not the spine, there is no rajoguna or tamoguna in your practice. You are in sattva
guna.
The moment you stretch your spine but not the ﬂuid, greed, ambition, pride or anything may
come. Your inner qualities, in the form of pride, shine out with ideas of I want to do better, I
want to stretch more. If you think like this, asana will remain on the physical level only. When
you are ripe in sadhana you come to feel this ﬂuid rising and then learn to maintain it in each
asana. When this ﬂuid moves and makes you stretch more, you are a gunatita at that moment.
The moment the ﬂuid falls in an asana, you have come back to the guna So, to retain and
maintain that rising force of the ﬂuid is known as bandha or mudra in asana
Plate n.‘ 13 - Dwi Pada Wparita Dandésana (showing iumbo-sacral and cervical spine)
For example, when you are doing Viparita Dandasana, the ﬂuids tend to be on your
lumbo-sacral and cervical spine. I do not move my energy to ﬁght with the cervical and sacral
areas. I say, can I keep the mercurial rise of my ﬂuid in my thoracic dorsal spine without
allowing it to hit the cervical or the lumbar’? In this way my practices are adjusted inside, all my
asana practices are from the inner body, for the inner sadhana. For you they become outer.
Stretch your hand. You say, “Oh, I feel my ﬁnger has gone long”. But when I stretch, l see how
much my energy has moved up and how close it is in contact with me. in my stretching, l do not
look at the length of my hand, but at the length of the ﬂow of energy. My attention is not on
the body, but on the ﬂow of energy. ln a sense, this is vairagya in my practice. If you practice
like this, you lose the principles of guna-tattva, and you feel at that moment the fluid of the
prakrti intermingling with the purusa. If the Sakiti descends, the purusa says, “You are going
away from me, come near me". If the purusa fades, prakrti says, ‘Where are you, come here. l
am here“. That is what asana builds up in you, if you work in this way. You have to bring the
instruments, the mandala, the body, the mind and the self (sasmita) to be free from the guna.
Due to this feel of experience which continues in my practice, nothing frightens me in my
practices and none can shake me away from them. Similarly, you have to cultivate this
character by practicing yoga so that the inner body, the middle body and the outer body
become divine. Then divinity ﬂows in abundance without the inﬂuence of the guna
For a sadhaka, courage is required. I have given you the background to develop
courage on your own. You have to study the guna of your body, mind and intelligence and the
guna of your nerves all the time. Even you can change your dull body, dull circulation and dull
inner frame. Transform them through yoga into vibrancy, and with this vibrancy, illumine them
so that and every cell in the body and consciousness becomes divine, like its indweller, the Self.
This uniﬁcation is kundalini yoga.
Thank you for your attention.
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PROGRESSION IN LEARNING THE ART OF TEACHING
Astadala Yogamala Volume 3
The Yoga Sutra of Patanjali explains four types of aspirants namely, mrdu (mild), madhyama
(average), adhimatra (keen) and tivra (intensely intent). Similarly, Siva Samhita defines four
stages of pranayama according to the grade of the aspirants. These stages are arambha
(commencement), ghata (intent endeavor), paricaya (intimate knowledge) and nispatti
(consummation). I would like to connect and compare the four types of this classification from
the Yoga Sutra and the Hathayoga Pradipika, which also holds good for the four kinds of
teachers. Hence, students as well as teachers depend on these four types of classification and
as well for the learning process. The teacher is called adhyapaka, the students are called
adhyayi and the very learning or studying process is called adhyayana.
The teachers could be of four types according to their capacity and calibre, such as mild,
average, keen or intensely intent. When knowledge or understanding is limited and unsure.
obviously the teacher will be mild. Similarly the students, as beginners, will be mild. The
standard of teachers may differ according to their grades. For instance, the teacher at the
arambha stage may commence with the explanation of connative actions in asana which
involve more of the movements of the muscles and joints. The teacher at the ghata stage may
proceed a little further in order to explain the cognitive actions in asana where the students
begin to understand some inner actions and self-adjustments. The teacher at the paricaya stage
may introduce the students to his own intelligence and awareness so that they begin to feel the
inner communication. The teacher at the nispatti stage may bring the graceful extension and
expansion of consciousness for the students by leading them towards their &la. However, I
would like to add one more stage and that is the graceful expansion of the Self — citta
prasadanam and atma prasadanam.
The above description is not only for those who have potential to take to the art of
teaching, but also those teacher trainers who have to build up the needed characteristics of
teaching. There is less depth in understanding and direction in the earlier or primary levels, but
the senior teachers should help to guide and lift them, so that the juniors begin to understand
the points which are essential to reach the higher level. It is possible that one may demonstrate
well but lack in expression in the art of teaching. Therefore, the teachers need to develop an
eagle eye. They need to learn how to see all the gross as well as subtle movements,
modulations, modifications and vibrations. They need to observe and penetrate with the torch
of consciousness from toe tip to the crown of the head and from the crown of the head to toe
tip, as well as from skin to soul and from soul to skin.
If the Tadasana1 of the introductory level teacher and of the senior level is identical,
how can one distinguish between them? The instructions should show the ascendance in the
understanding and an increasing depth of subtlety.
A certain margin is given for Introductory (mrdu) level instruction because it is a developing
process. One does not expect this from a senior level teacher. One expects a better and
brighter explanation from the senior level teachers or students. That is why stages of growth
are given from the mild level to the intensely intense, as well as from commencement to
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consummation. In this way teachers have to develop from one level and move further into the
advanced stages of growth.
OBSERVE, RE-DO AND RE-LEARN
Senior teachers have to watch and see that the base level of instruction is maintained and build
upon that to higher levels as confidence grows. Their instructions should bring right
adjustments in the body without distorting its anatomical structure. Correcting the asana
without distorting the anatomical structure is important in higher levels as attention is focused
on alignment; first on the alignment of the physical parts and later on the alignment of the
outer or seen physical body with the mental and intellectual bodies.
In the beginning one has to put in effort to observe and re-learn. One has to observe
everything about the students who come to the teacher. When one repeatedly observes and
repeats to re-learn, only then will one's teaching become effective.
The teachers may gain knowledge by reading, but they have to study, reflect, adjust and
readjust all that they have read in their own sadhana They have to get the feeling of it and
experience it themselves before they guide students how to learn from their shortcomings on
their own body.
Today teachers want to give crash courses to students who want to become teachers
but the teachers forget that the wealth of experiential knowledge that comes through
observation and re-practice cannot be given in a short time. If the teachers themselves have
taken a long time to understand, how can they train the student-teacher in a short time? The
teachers have to make the would-be teacher aware of this fact also. Unfortunately, the
acquisition of knowledge seems to be directed to making money (dhanarjana) whereas sadhana
is intended to earn knowledge (jnanarjana)
GET TOGETHER
Teachers should get together and study each other's asana and the position of the body in
asana. This gives a great chance to observe each other's body structure, the differences in the
positioning and adjustments. The teachers understand each other's problems. This leads them
to develop the art of observation and correction and guides them how to help each other in the
art of teaching.
Here, I choose Tadasana. Observe the thickness, thinness, shortness and fineness in the
muscles, the symmetry or asymmetry of their placement, then the texture; smoothness and
roughness of the tissue, where the bulging is, where there is hollowness and erosion. Look at
the color and luster of the skin and eyes.
Watch the bony skeletal structure, the placement and shape of the head of the bones
and the symmetry of the joints. Compare the length of the arms and the side torso. Study the
central axis of the body, from the eyebrow centre, tip of the nose, centre of sternum, navel,
pelvis, inner thighs, inner knee joints and ankle, and see that all these are maintained in one
straight unbroken line. Are the ears, jaw lines, armpits, elbow crease, pelvic heads, hip joints,
patella and ankles arranged along perfectly parallel horizontal planes up and down the vertical
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axis? The eyes of the teachers need to get accustomed to watch all these in order to develop
and improve the sense of alignment This also makes them catch defects quickly.
The comparison between two persons also gives some depth to understand what the
right means are. The teachers begin to understand what is right and what is wrong. Watch
whether they stand on the centre of the heel, do they open the back legs evenly, do they lift
the side walls of the chest evenly, equally rolling the shoulder bones back. All these are the
visible points to be observed in the structural body. From this study of the structural body one
begins to see the underlying body of organs and nerves. As one penetrates to the deeper level
in one's own body in asana and pranayama then one develops the ability to see the deeper
layers in the student's asana.
One can also add to one's knowledge by watching when someone walks. Often one
shoulder blade moves and one does not move. One shoulder goes up and the other does not
Observe and understand and work to find out why one moves up or down, while others move
differently. Then, as a teacher, one has to imitate and work on one's own body to see which
muscles are held unknowingly tight and which muscles are released. This way one becomes
one's unknown teacher. As a teacher, one has to catch the good as well as the bad points of
each student and work on one's own body to get a mental imprint and improve the art of
teaching.
Observe the person who flexes one elbow and not the other elbow. He may bend one
better, while the other does not go back. If you observe you will know which muscles are
working and which are not. This is how you pick up clues.
Look and build up. When I tell you to open your eyes like the lidless fish, I mean that this
will make you keep your intellectual eye ever alert.
One can learn to correct by looking at the way people stand. Tadasana is very important
for developing the right quality of presentation in the various asana. One has to maintain
without deviating the muscles, or without distorting the shape of the muscle from the oriented
shape of attentive Tadasana, and see that it does not get a disoriented shape in the other
asana. This is how I began to learn to look, observe and learn.
This is what learning at the senior level means. Learning here is actually acting, doing.
studying, investigating and analyzing in order to know the direction of one part of the asana in
relation to another counterpart Teaching is also a self-studying process. Feel from which part
elegance flows and which part feels the strain. If one does not pay attention to these things,
then what difference is there between an introductory level certificate holder and a senior
intermediate level certificate holder? One should not ask for up-grading because he or she has
been teaching for a number of years. If the presentation and instructions of the asana by
senior, intermediate and introductory level teachers are the same or the understanding is
identical, then how does one assess the different levels? In higher grades, there must be better
observation, quality and depth in the presentation and maturity in explanation.
INTERACTION
The teacher, while practicing, has to interact with himself. He has to interact with his body, with
each muscle, each bone, each joint, each tissue, his own senses, mind, intelligence and
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consciousness. Linking of one muscle with the other is a necessity in order to develop quality in
practice. Go on observing from one area to another and study which parts show deficiencies,
deformities and imbalances in the muscles and joints, which part responds and which does not
If any part gets distorted and crooked, how can there be elegance?
The interaction is not only of the various muscles, ligaments and fibers of the body, but
also of the mind that has to be co-ordinated. The sharp mind has to learn to see and observe
observe and to feel the felt movements of the body and how it has to be readjusted to break its
disoriented position and move towards the orientation of the structural position. Even if the
asana is complicated such as ViSvamitrasana,1 it should not be disoriented, distorted or
contorted. The advanced teacher should think of how to bring the higher quality of smoothness
in the asana. This is what one expects higher grade teachers to excel in.
A senior level teacher needs to have the understanding of the elegance and rhythm of
the introductory and intermediate level asana. Elegance is that when each and every part of a
muscle directed by mind, intelligence and consciousness interacts and co-ordinates to maintain
freedom through the placement of the banks of each muscle evenly. The shape, tone, length,
smoothness, fineness, with the creation of space in between the muscles, tissues and ligaments
have to be maintained in each asana
From the intermediate and senior level onwards one must imbibe the sensitivity and
depth in the practice and make fine adjustments to tune the entire asana as a single unit. Like a
well tuned violin that produces an accurate sound, the senior teachers have to produce a right
resonance and serenity in the vibration of each and every aspect of the asana.
SALAMBA SIRSASANA
Salamba Sirsasana is taught by the teacher at junior and senior levels to the beginners as well
as advanced students. When the junior and senior level teachers are doing Salamba Sirsasana
there must be a pronounced change in the positioning of the asana, so that they can impart
that to their students. They should roll the back of the legs, stretch the side of the legs, rinse
the front of the legs, and open out the lateral parts of the chest While doing Salamba
Sirsasana,2 the side trunk may be shrinking but at the Introductory level of teaching it will not
be explained. The teachers should know that while teaching the students at the introductory
level, the instructions should be more on stretching the legs, thighs, tightening of the knees and
lifting of shoulders.
When the student progresses, explanations for corrections should take place that keep
the front of the chest the back of the chest and the sides of the chest maintaining the same
length and height
Plate n. 11 — Showing differences in Salamba Sirsasana
In Salamba Sirsasana draw parallel lines on the outer corners of the body. If you find
that the shins turn inwards and the thighs do not, rather they turn out, or the skin and muscle
turn at different angles to each other it is a disintegrated asana. These are the things that have
to be taught by the senior teacher so that uniform presentation comes to one and all. Then the
mind and intelligence of the junior teachers begin to penetrate and pierce the inner body. That
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peeping inside is not only the process of observation but also interaction within. Observation is
an ongoing aspect of yoga for all the teachers as well as students.
The moment re-orientation takes place in an asana, the mind becomes fluid and with
ease fits in those places where one has to be quick to catch on. Then one can integrate the
parallel lines between the right outer side and the inner side, at par with the middle line of the
trunk, the arms and legs as well as the back of the trunk. This readjustment of getting an even
feeling on both the sides begins from discrimination. The elegance then starts setting in.
Plate n. 12 — Parallel aspects of the legs in Utthita Trikonasana
The median plane in the body is very important for studying the form of the asana. See
also Uitthita Trikonasana. It is the fibres of both the legs that have to be parallel to trace the
median plane of the legs and positioning of the pelvic girdle which helps to perceive the median
plane. In Salamba Sirsasana,1 the balance of the pelvis must be equidistant from the pubis. For
this, one must attend to the rotation of the pelvic heads in towards the pubic bone.
The teachers have to notice the median plane of every part of the body and learn to stay
in that plane. Also watch the inner pubic plate. Is the inner plate of the pubis perpendicular to
the floor? Are the bottom and top parallel?
While practicing ask yourself, "Am I far away from the centre, which way are the outer
legs facing? Which pelvic head is far away from the centre, and which is closer to the centre?
Here one has to introduce a pincer action in the legs to get into the median line. This action of
rolling the frontal thighs in and making the femur heads come in line with the pelvis is a closing
in or pincer action. If one makes these adjustments towards precision, then one becomes a
sufficiently advanced teacher to teach advanced students.
Watch the breath. Does each breath disturb and make the body wobble? Or is the
breath stabilizing the body? This is how religiousness in sadhana is cultivated and the mind
learns to peep in. You have to develop this character of the penetrative mind, which is the
beginning of observation.
It is important to note, through svadhyaya or self-study in asana, when and where the
outer body has to move in and when and where the inner body must move out.
ARDHA MATSYENDRASANA
Now, let me take Ardha Matsyendrasana. This asana is a great gift for one to study. This
is the asana in which many actions and movements are involved right from the beginning. As a
teacher and practitioner, one has to develop the eyes to see how not to break the flow of
intelligence.
When one prepares to sit for the asana, one sits on the middle of the foot (a) without
turning. But as soon as one begins to place the arm, one does not maintain the same position
or character of the leg that has been maintained before turning. As a teacher one may point out
that the placement of the legs in Ardha Matsyendrasana are good and correct, but one has to
pay attention to maintain that sitting position without disturbance when one brings the arm
over the other leg (b). Watch the structure and shape of the leg and foot on which one sits
(right leg in the picture). It looks as if it is in Savasana, though bent and divided evenly at the
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knee (c). Next, look at the shape of the lifted left leg. It should be in a triangle. Similarly, watch
the arm crossed over the leg to see whether it maintains the triangular shape (b). Feel the chain
of changes that take place while adjusting the legs and arms to triangularity.
Does one notice the upper arm shortening when bent in order to place the forearm in
this asana? If the length of the forearm from the elbow is about sixteen inches, it should remain
the same but it does not Ask yourself why.
Perceive and follow the sense of direction in Ardha Matsyendrasana, while catching the
wrists on the back of the trunk a bridge-like grip has to be formed (4. This helps to move both
the sides of the spinal vertebrae in a correct direction. This co-ordination of one part of the
body with other parts should bring a sense of oneness and a feel of ease all over the body.
When clasping the wrist in the asana, watch the tilt of both wrists. They should not run zig-zag
but run at the same angle (e&f)1. This is the prana flowing without ripples. Balance various
muscles of the asana so that they do not break that flow, though the arms link together, one to
the other„ the wrists maintain the same plane and do not disturb the rhythmic flow of prana.
1 In plate n. 13 the figure (e) shows the hand position 'zig-zag" with the wrists facing
different directions. In (f) the wrists are facing the same direction
Similarly rest the ligaments of the knee to run parallel between the thigh and the calf muscles
and cartilages resting in these positions. Normally they tilt on the leg on which one sits(g).
These things have to be observed, noticed and rectified by the teachers of the advanced level.
The clue to this alignment is to lift the buttocks from the foot upwards, and then sit on
the middle of the foot by placing the outer buttock on the heel and the inner buttock of the
other on the mounds of the sole so that you are sitting on the median line of the foot. Do not
lose the base when you take the arm to entwine behind the back or hold the left foot with the
straight arm (h). Though it takes time for adjustment do not forget the base points.
This way learn to observe further when you take the hand over the leg. If disturbance
takes place by readjustment, re-do so that the inner and outer knee ligaments are kept apart
Measure what space do the inner ligaments have with the outer ones, and maintain that space
while doing this asana. Now, carefully turn the head, without losing that balance, link the hands
without disturbing the buttock on the foot or the big toe mound. Catch if there was any shift in
the big toe mound and learn to readjust
Observe how the forearm is turning. As it turns towards the leg, the upper arm turns in
the opposite direction. Observe and feel the line of the forearm and the upper arm and touch
the same area of the whole arm to follow without distracting the direction of the arms. This
inter-connection and direction is the key towards obtaining alignment
In the same way, one side of the spine may go up and the other may not. In the final
asana both sides of the spine should be parallel to each other as if the spinal column were in
Tadasana as far as possible.
Now watch and study the position of the pelvis. When one places one leg over the
other, the pelvic girdle position changes for the asana. Maintain its parallel position to the
ground as you turn the upper arm in line to the lower arm. Commonly one side lifts up and the
other side sinks and goes down. After entwining the arms, re-adjust the pelvis by creating room
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between the muscle and the bone as well as the skin. Adjust all the aspects of the geometry of
the asana within the body's anatomical and vital organic frame so that they bring elegance and
freedom in the organs while in the asana.
Do not be aggressive. For example, if the foundation has to become stronger and firmer
in Ardha Matsyendrasana, sit on the foot, measure the medial buttock bone so as to rest it on
the middle of the arch. Do not move one way or the other. Keep the buttock bones in their
position. Notice how the ligaments of the knee adjust. Then many other things find their right
place.
When you go to the final pose, do not narrow the outer ligament of the knee. Question
why the outer ligament narrows when the inner does not. With entwined arms, notice why the
palm which grips (gripper) is dynamic and the other which is open (gripped) remains passive.
Work out how to make the other respond to dynamism and positivity. While curling the
knuckles on both hands, equal pressure has to be used. Measure and maintain the length of
both the upper arms whether bent or straight Similarly, measure one elbow with the other.
Study the chest and spine when they go up as well as when they go down. This is learning, or
call it re-learning through un-learning the wrong.

URDHVA DHANURASANA
Plate n. 14 - Urdhva Dhanurasana from a stool
Now I will explain this gradation in teaching in stool another asana, Urdhva Dhanurasana. First
it is taught from support, lying on a stool, then by going up from the floor. When this comes,
the teacher begins to teach back-bends from Tadasana. Regarding dropping back from standing
position, one has to find which part of the leg loses its grip and collapses. It may be that one calf
muscle bends and collapses while curving backwards in the asana. The muscle of the back leg
should be in constant contact with the mind. If the contact is lost one loses control and bangs
one's head or falls on the floor.
In order to stop the fall one has to co-ordinate the thigh muscles to the calves and
calves to the thighs. Without the feel of the thigh one cannot control the calf, and without the
calf one cannot control the thigh. This is the co-ordinated interaction which you have to use in
all asana.
One should see whether the calf muscles bend more or the thigh muscles bend more. If
the thigh muscles are bent more they become shorter. When they shorten, the calf muscles
bend too and cave in causing one to lose balance. To get that power into the calf muscle one
has to watch from inside and ask, "Did I contract my thigh muscle? When I bend the knees, do I
maintain the length of the thigh muscles? Do I maintain the steadiness in my knees?". All these
points need to be studied.
The hamstring muscles in particular play a major role in this asana. So if one pays
attention directly to them, the calf muscles automatically develop resisting power. Confidence
is built up in the legs and one learns to take the arms or the head back, further increasing the
power and strength in the legs. Through this stage by stage curvature, the changes take place in
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the centre of gravity. Without changing the centre of gravity in the legs, one has to drop the
arms to the floor. It is this sort of study that the senior students should be learning while
practicing.
GRADATION IN TEACHING
One should have a measured view of the length and width of the muscles and observe
the reactions that come while doing various asana. then the teacher has to bring his
intelligence to co-ordinate the muscles to act and react. Then one can say that one is learning
while practicing.
You need to hold all the points in your mind (memory). The mind has to interact quickly
at every other area and therefore reach every nook and corner of the body. When all these are
well established, the teaching becomes easy. You can impart the knowledge to others.
Each day pay total attention to linking the missing points in two or three asana and do
the rest to keep in touch. Next day you can take another two asana and work on them. In this
way you study the changes that come in the cognizable and perceivable parts of the body in
those asana. Use this type of interchange in actions and reactions to proceed further. By this
way one not only learns to make progress but also learns to mould the mind and ego.
Then go further and increase the sensitivity of intelligence to tap the subtle aspects of
each asana. This way you develop sensitivity and awareness. The foundation becomes stronger
and stronger. In the beginning, the new students as well as the introductory teachers go
aggressively. If the senior students still go on aggressively, it means that nothing has been
learnt by them.
The balance and co-ordination in every movement and action in every asana helps the
pranic current to flow evenly. Unless one correctly adjusts the position of the asana, pranic
energy does not flow. It is a question of studying a few asana which you think you can do well,
of re-studying after adjustment, and comparing the understanding from the early practice to
this new approach. Then work out and learn how to bring that feeling in other asana. This is the
way one has to progress, both in practice and teaching.
Senior teachers while teaching should show their up-coming students how to observe
the parts that collapse. Make them observe by showing where things go wrong, or where the
source of action loses its power. The teachers have to keep on asking and guiding, so the
students become much more aware. This brings the growth of intellect in the students. First
guide them from soma to psyche and then from psyche to soma. This is what Patanjali's
friendliness is. Friendliness of the body with mind and mind with body as well as the interaction
and co-ordination of one muscle with the other muscle.
Repeatedly practice with colleagues. Ask each other what the mistakes are. It is through
this discussion and correction that one gets rich and right techniques. Without attempting on
oneself, advising others about techniques has no meaning.
Hence, the senior teachers need to learn to observe and guide the juniors for their
improvement
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Instead of seeing the mistakes and correcting then and there, better go home and work
on those faults four or five times and then guide the students as to how these mistakes occur
and later add one more point to learn. Do not worry about losing the students as
psychologically you gain confidence and knowledge. Teach them by bringing their awareness on
the visual mistakes that they can see. Ask them to first correct what they see on their own. If
they are quick in correcting, then tell them how to correct what they cannot see. If the teachers
progress, the students do too.
Teachers therefore need to practice in order to bring progress in themselves. Their
sadhana has to uplift them and enhance the expanse of awareness and consciousness gradually
so that they proceed from mrdu state to atma prasadanam. May you all cultivate this quality of
seeing and feeling in order to become better teachers.
Teachers have to know the level or the standard of their students. Similarly while
training teachers, the teacher-trainers have to be specific and limit the instructions according to
the standard. There has to be a significant difference between each level of the teachers, such
as levels I and II of Introductory and junior and senior of Intermediate and Advanced courses.
I have given the examples of Tadasana, Salamba Sisasana, Ardha Matsyendrasana and
Urdhva Dhanurasana. As a teacher, you need to work with each asana in this manner. As a
mrdu teacher for the Introductory level, you need to give the understanding of the musculoskeletal body and its movements, so a beginner begins to move at least the arms and legs. This
is arambha-avastha.
Then you may further give progressive instructions so that the students begin to
recognize and understand their own body movements and adjustments. The connative actions
may be cognised by them so they begin to give some shape to their body. This is called ghataavastha. The students at this stage are mediocre. They are madhyama students according to
Patanjali.
Then the teachers have to teach the students of average to adhimatra level, in which
they begin to connect their body with mind and energy. The depth of penetration increases.
They are introduced to their intelligence through their bodies. Now they know where they lack
or break their communication with the inner body and try to reach those areas so that they do
not slip away from awareness. This is called paricaya-avastha
Then the teachers have to lead their students through further stages to the advanced
level. The students have to be intensely intent or tivra samvegin. The whole asana has to be
taught in such a way that it comes totally into the sphere of awareness. This is known as
nispatti avastha.
Finally the teacher-trainers as well as the teacher-trainees have to proceed further
onTheir own, since it is with their own efforts that they achieve the result which l named earlier
as the ﬁfth category, where the consciousness spreads all over. This is called cittta-prasadanam
or atma-prasadanam.The spread of the body, the spread of the consciousness and the all-
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pervasive self remain parallel to each other, since there are no holes and no ﬁssures. The
subject is holistic the approach holistic, so that aspirants may come to experience the Self.
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ASANAS
Asanas and:
5 Elements
5 Pranas
5 Vrittis
5 Kleshas
5 Senses
5 Bhumis
5 Forms
4 Stages

6 Chakras
7 Dhatus

3 Gunas
3 Changes

3 Bodies
3 Phases

prtvi, ap, tej, vayu, akasa
apana, samana, prana, udana, vyana
pramana, viparyaya, vikalpa, nidra, smrti (Ys 1.6-1.11 pg. 52-57)
avidya, asmita, raga, dvesa, abhinivesa (YS 2.3-2.9 pg. 105-111)
gandha, rasa, rupa, sparsa, sabda (YS 1.2 pg.45-48)
ksipta, mudha, viksipta, ekagra, niruddha (YS 3.8 pg. 174-175)
stula, svarupa, sukshma, anvaya, arthavatya (YS 3.45 pg. 212-213)
arambhavastha, ghatavastha, paricayavastha, nispattyavastha (YS pg. 16)
visesa, avisesa, linga, alinga (YS pg. 22)
mrdu, madhya, adhimatra, tivra samvegin (YS 1.22 pg. 16)
muladhara, svadhisthana, manipuraka, anahata, visuddhi, ajna
rasaIplasma, rakta blood cells,masm aImuscle, meda Ifat,
ashtiIbones, majjaImarrow,shukra seemanIovumtvak (skin), charma (epidermis), mamsa (flesh), rudheera (blood),
asthi (bones), meda (fat), majjya (nerve & marrow) (aspects of body)
tamas, rajas, sattva (YS 2. 18-2.19 pg. 118-122)
nirodha parinamah, samadhi parinama , ekagrata parinama,
dharma parinamah, laksana parinamah, avastha parinamah
(YS 3.9-3. 16 pg. 175- 190)
karya sarira, suksma sarira, karana sarira (YS pg. 10)
prasupta, tanu , vichina, udara (YS 2.04 pg. 107)
One asana with several asanas
One asana in several asanas
One asana by several asan
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THE 5 ELEMENTS
constituents of matter
Element

Bodily and mental
manifestations

Chakra

pritvi

Earth

muladhara

ap

Water

solidity, shape,
firmness,
strength, power
water, body
chemistry

tej
vayu

Fire
Air

manipuraka
anahata

akasa

Ether

heat
mobility,
movement ,
functionalit
shapes of body
ycavities, patterns

svadishtana

visuddi

of thought

The human body and all of creation - terrestrial, celestial and infernal - is composed of
and governed by these five elements. Most of human manifestation in the form of body
and mind owes its parentage to them. These five elements have their source in the six
chakras.
THE 5 PRANAS
life force or bio-energy
Prana
Apana
Samana
Prana
Udana
Vyana

Location
lower body
gastric
chest
throat
all over

Prana, loosely translated as life force, governs, animates and makes the human body
functional. There are five pranas, and though essentially the same, each one is named
for its function and the region of the body it rules. The whole of yoga technology and its
practice is overseen, conducted. executed and composed by prana. Prana is a
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major component in every aspect of astanga yoga: ahimsa, satya, asteya. brahmacharya,
aparigraha, saucha, santosha, tapas, svadhyaya, isvarapranidhana, asana pranayama,
pratyahara, dharna, dhyana, Samadhi.
TIIE 5 VRITTIS
modifications of the mind
(YS 1.6-1.11 pg. 52-57)
Pramana
Viparyaya
Vikalpa
Nidra
Smrti

cognition
illusion
verbal delusion
sleep, dream, daydreaming, comatic
and
unconscious states
memory

The countless modifications of the human mind are classified under and combinations of
these five vrittis. There is no sixth vritti. Patanjali broadly classifies each of these five
vrittis as being either in an afflictive (klista- non- yogic) or non-afflictive (aklista- yogic)
state. The 5 vrittis are psychological and expire with the body, whereas klista and aklista
are metapsychological and transmigrate from life to life.
Generally the human mind works through these five vrittis and the restraint of them is
called Samadhi.

THE 5 KLESHAS
afflictions
(YS 2.3-2.9 pg . 105-111)
Avidya
Asmita
Raga
Dvesa
Abhinivesa

lack of spiritual knowled.ge
ego
attachment to pleasure
aversion to pain
fear of death and clinging to life

Human suffering and the vrittis mentioned above are generated by these five kleshas
(afflictions). These are not psychological afflictions (pain and sorrows of the mind) but
meta-psychological afflictions that exist before birth and subsist after death. Because the
kleshas persist after death, they are of the eternal transmigrating mind. Only
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liberation (kaivalya) terminates them. The first affliction, avidya, is the source of the
subsequent four. A vidya is lack of spiritual knowledge and the mis-identification of
something as its opposite. For example, mistaking the transient for the permanent. the
impure for the pure, pain for pleasure, and that which is not the self for the self . The
philosophy of the kleshas uncovers a great revelation: that temporal, mundane and
material pleasures are alL in the final analysis and by essence- sorrows. The kleshas are
the source of human existence. They determine birth, lifespa, and experiences. Kleshas
are the vehicle that carry us from life to life and we are caught in these journeys from
time without beginning. Eradication of afflictions brings eternal emancipation from all
turmoil, suffering and limitations. Man usually bothers about cognizable pains and is not
bothered about subtle, veiled, potential and unrecognizable pains. The philosophy of the
kleshas allows the sadhaka to identify pains in their otherwise unrecognizable form.

THE 5 JNANENDRIYAS
senses of perception
(YS 1.2 pg. 45-48)
gandha
rasa

Organ
Nose
tongue

Sense
olfactory
gustatory

rupa
sparsa
sabda

Eyes
Skin
Ears

visual
tactile
auditory

Jnanendriyas are the organs of cognition and their associated senses. Worldly and
experiential knowledge enters through these five gates. Man must be open and vigilant
in all the senses to gain this knowledge, which may come through any of these gates.

THE 5 BHUMIS
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caliber of consciousness or mind
(YS 3.8 pg. 174-175)
Mudha
Ksipta
Viksipta

stupid, dull. ignoranl, deluded
wandering. unce11ain. distracted
(monkey
mind)
alternating

Ekagra

one-pointed

Niruddha

restrained

The range of morality and cultural development is far greater in humans than in animals.
Man can be anything from a brute to a saint. Human spiritual refinement progresses
through these five states. Most of us commoners exist in the plane of viksipta. Our
minds alternate in a huge range. At times we are wise; at times we are stupid. At times
we are sensible; at times not. At times we are temperate; at times we are delirious. At
times we are virtuous; at times vicious. Overcoming the kleshas mentioned earlier frees
us from alternating in our desires. The result is ekagra (one who has attained cognitive
trance). the single-pointed mind of a yogi has one purpose, direction and motive, which
is yoga and only yoga. This culminates in niruddha -the mind in samadhi.
The self-study of yoga presents a mirror for the sadhaka to realize where. When and how
he is in any given plane of consciousness. In this minor, he glimpses the reflection of his
own mind to know which plane and degree of ksipta, mudha or viksipta exists in at that
time. With this mirror he can also learn to project the ideal state of mind: ekagra and
niruddha. Yogic texts beautifully illustrate and provide analyses of these five states for us
to discern the caliber of our mind and consciousness.

THE 5 FORMS OF MATTER
evolution of manifested matter
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(YS 3.45 pg. 212-213)
Sthula
Sukshma
Svarupa
Anvaya
Arthavatya

gross or visible
subtlety
substantive form
all-pervasiveness, coexistence of three
gunas
purpose

Like a plant evolves from a seed and culminates in fruit and flowers, matter also goes
through five forms. Sthula is tangible and visible; it is matter in its grossest form. The Xray eyes of the metaphysicist have the ability to look into gross matter and see the subtle
matter within. This subtle matter's structure is infra- atomic and underlies the gross
form. It is called sukshma. This subtle form of matter is generated from the substantive
form (svarupa). Svarupa is the essential form of matter. Svarupa evolves from Anvaya
which is composed of the three gunas: sattva, rajo and tamo. The moral fiber of the
individual is determined by the mixture and predominance of these guna particles. For
example, an X-ray of a saint or a brute will show them to be similar or even almost
identical in their bone composition, density, form etc. However, if we scan them for their
guna particles there would be a vast difference in the results of their tests. Due to their
divergent aims in life, the saint will have a far greater proportion of sattva particles than
the brute. Purpose (arthavatya) is primary. It is decided first and it is the womb from
which all manifestations arise. Based on the specific purpose, the guna particles assemble
to form primeval matter. Therefore this is called the form of concomitance (anvaya). If
we take our own body as an example, it has a material manifestation that we are all
familiar with, which is called the gross external fonn. If we trace this body back towards
its source- from its gross form, through the subtle to the substantive and onto the form
of concomitance we eventually come to the innermost form, which is the form of
purpose. Ultimately the purpose of matter and all creation is either for yoga or bhoga
(enjoyment). According to this archetypal plan the body is fit for yoga as much as it is for
bhoga.

THE 4 STAGES OF YOGIC EVOLUTION
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(YS pg.16)
Arambhavastha

commencement

ghatavastha
Parichayavastha

fullness
intimate knowledge

Nishpattyavastha

perfection

Hatha yogic texts speak about these four stages of a yogi. The textual definition of these
stages is significantly different from their use in common parlance. According to the
textual interpretation, one who begins hatha yoga must already be accomplished in
ashtanga yoga (of 8 limbs), mantra yoga (of 16 limbs) and laya yoga (of 9 limbs). The
hatha yogi is qualified to enter the first stage called arambhavastha after mastering
digital pranayama on the essential pranic plane and not merely the mechanical plane.
When the manipulation of ida and pingala is known, the yogi is qualified for this
commencement stage and the realm of hatha yoga is opened to him. According to Shiva
Samhita he needs to attain a meditative state in a mere 20 cycles of pranayama.
The second stage is called ghatavastha (fullness). In this stage the yogi attains certain
siddhis and is inducted into the mysterious aspects of himself and the universe. Normally
man is filled with passions as well as cosmic potentials. In discarding those passions. what
is left is that which is essential and the yogi becomes a fit embodiment of the spirit. He
knows the essential purpose of body and mind, the container and contained. His body
becomes fit for containing the cosmic contents such as: prana, apana, nada, bindu,
jivatma, and paramatma. He qualifies to satisfy the cosmic purpose of existence.
Therefore this stage is called ghata meaning a fit and worthy pot, cleansed of the nonessentials. The Shiva Samhita says that such a yogi is able to maintain the prana steady
for over three hours.
In the third stage called parichayavastha, the yogi attains a cosmic vi ion. He
begins to discern and reveal the cosmic principles and divinity in every particle of
existence. The texts say that at this point a yogi can discern how karma has shaped his
life and he can effectively do karma management.
Finally the yogi attains the culminating stage called nishpatty. At this stage samadhi is at
his fingertips. This is the textual meaning of the four stages of a yogi who is already
beyond human visualization.

However in modem parlance these tem1s are used differently. Here, Arambhavastha
merely means the beginning of yogic discipline. When we commoners begin yoga, we
lack skill and prudence. We are neophytes in yoga; this is arambhavastha.
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In ghatavastha, the sadhaka of the modem era makes his body and mind more fit for
yogic pursuits He thus stands distinctly apart from a layman who is unaware of yoga
philosophy and culture. The initial restraints and regimen of yoga discipline and condition
the body and mind. These austerities bake the body and mind. Thus this stage is refened
to as ghatavastha meaning a baked pot.
At the third stage, parichayavastha, the sadhaka is inducted into the esoteric, subtle.
veiled and mysterious aspects imbedded in the body. Concepts such as pranas, chakras.
nadis. and elements are learnt.
When the sadhaka attains some degree of accomplishment in the mysterious aspects of yoga
it is referred to as nishpatty or realization - the fourth stage.
One needs to bear in mind that there are two interpretations for each of these terms: one
based on the hatha yogic texts (the implied sense) and the other based on modern parlance
(the applied sense).

THE 4 STAGES OF MATERIAL EVOLUTION
(YS pg . 22)
Vishesha
Avishesha
Linga
Alinga

particularized or specific
form of manifestation
unparticularized, universal
or non-specific
marked or phenomenal
markless or noumenal

Example
Banyan tree
Banyan seed
Banyan DNA
nothingness

The human body, mind and all matter evolve through four stages. These four stages of
material evolution can be illustrated by the development of the banyan tree. The fully- grown
tree with all its roots, trunk, branches , l eaves and flowers is in its completely manifested
state. This stage is called vishesha .
But the tree begin s as a seed. If you break open this seed you will not find any roots, trunk,
branches, leaves or flowers. All of these are in their potential, unexpressed or unparticularized
state. Though the seed has wi thin itself all that will one day become the banyan tree, the
seed i s not the same as the tree. You cannot climb in the branches of a seed, find shade under
its limbs, or eat its fruit. The seed and its cells are called
unparticularized and universal because they are undifferentiated. This is avishesha. Beyond
the stage of avishesha and the seed is linga, which can be likened to DNA. The essential nature
of the banyan seed that gives it its distinctive "banyanness" is its DNA. To the naked eye the
banyan DNA looks even less like a banyan tree than its seed. The DNA is even more abstract
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than the actual seed. DNA, like linga, is even more the essence of the tree than its seed. Here
there is but the faintest trace of the huge banyan tree so this stage is called marked . There is
barely anything of the banyan tree expressed -just a "mark" of wh at will evolve to become
the great banyan tree.
As we trace the source of the tree backward from tree to seed and from seed to DNA,
there is less and less actual tree and more and more essence of tree.
To understand a linga we have to break open th e atoms of DNA. What we find is of the nature
of nothingn ess that is beyond phenomen al existence. This is called a linga . It is from this
nothingness that all creation springs .
The sadhaka needs to study the body and mind with scanning eyes and intelligence t
r-penetrat e beyond the particularized stage towards the source of existence- the markness
stage.

THE 4 STAGES OF INTENSITY OF PRACTICE
(YS 1.22 pg. 16)
exertion of practitoner
mrdu

madhya

adhimatra

tivra samvegin

penetration in practice

mild, easy, little, slight, all crude, rough, coarse,
of us!
basic, rudimentary,
elementary, peripheral,
all of us!
ordinary, average,
average, on the threshold ,
middle level
inconsistent in
consistency, alternating,
fickle, ambiguous
intense, keen,
determined,
firm
supremely intense,
severe, relentless,
unstoppable,
inexorable, implacable

refined, insightful,
prudent,
perceptive, discerning
supremely refined,
perspicacious,
judicious, visionary,
subtle, cultured,
mature, ripe, superior,
touching the core
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To reach the pinnacle of yoga the sadhaka must advance in intensity in both the exertion
(samvega) and penetration (upaya) of his practice. Exertion refers to duration and range
of practice. Penetration refers to the subtlety , level, hierarchy and in tegration of
practice .
Exertion and penetration are not equally important. The penetration, depth and
perceptiveness of practice are far more important than the exertion.
THE 6 CHAKRAS
spinal energy centers
Chakra
Muladhara
Svadhisthana
Manipuraka
Anahata
Vis uddhi
Ajna

Location in spine
base of spine, anus
genital region
navel region
center of chest
pit of throat
between eyebrows

Prana
apan a
apana
samana
Prana
uddana
uddana

Elemen t
earth
water
fire
air
ether
transelement
al

Bija mantra
Ium
vum
rum
_yum
hum
om

Yogic texts speak about 6. 7, 8 or even 9 chakra. Each chakra is a locus for several powers
and abilities inherent in human beings. These chakras govern the functioning of body
and mind. They are accessed by mantras, meditation and the yoga technologies of kriya,
mudra and bandha. Prana i s the main governor behind the practices of astanga yoga and
the skilful manipulation of chakras through prana develops and refines man.
THE 7 DHATUS
Ayurvedic Sapta (7) Dhatus
Plasma
rasa
rakta
blood cells
masma
Muscle
meda
Fat
ashti
Bones
majja
Marrow
shukra
semen/ovum

Spiritual Sapta (7) Dhatus
skin
tvak
charma
epidermis
mamsa
flesh
rudheera
blood
asthi
bones
meda
fat
majjya
nerve & marrow

According to ayurveda, the body is composed of 7 dhatus (aspects of the body). However
the spiritual texts present the seven dhatus in a different perspective. Yoga transforms
the body by accessing each of these dhatus to evolve and enrich them, rendering the
body fit for yogic pursuits.
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THE 3 GUNAS - qualities of nature
(YS 2.18-2.19 pg . 118-122; LOY pg. 46-47)

tamas

raJas

sattva

Constructive Manifestation
Stability , support, slumber

Destructive Ma n
Inertia,
ifestation
infatuation,
delusion.
Activity , kineticism, mobility and actions ignorance
Turbulence, tension.
of
Aggression, sorrows
body and mind
iIIumination, wisdom, purity, discrim
Attachment to pursuit
ination, dispassion , virtuosity and nobility of knowledge. Craze
of virtuosity

According to metaphysics and sankhya philosophy the three gunas constitute the
primeval matter of the universe. What are subatomic particles for a physicist are the
three gunas for a metaphysicist. These gunas manifest in all different stages of cosmic
unfoldment (see 4 stages of material evolution above). Everything that is visible or
invisible and all aspects of the human body and mind, whether gross or subtle are
composed of these primordial gunas. It is only the soul that transcends the gunas.
These three gunas have mutually contrary natures that cause turbulence in the
practitioner's body, mind and intelligence. The goal of the sadhaka is to free himself
from this turbulence by becoming a Gunatita- one who has leapt beyond the gravity
of the gunas to emancipation. In order to reach emancipation the sadhaka must
become skilful in the subtle art of guna manipulation. Skilful guna management is the
primary aim of yoga sadhana, regimen and culture. To achieve this skilfulness, he first
learns to identify how each of these gunas manifests in body, mind and intelligence
(see list above). Then he learns how they function and what their effects are. Finally
he learns to manipulate the proportion of tama s. rajas and sattva to achieve any
desired effect in body, mind and
intelligence. Through guna management, the yogi increases his sattvic intake in body,
mind and senses. He creates a sattvic ambience within and without him self to
facilitate his yogic evolution. This skillfulness qualifies th e yogi for the supreme
tranquility that is only possible through guna management.
The yogi who has mastered the three gunas is in control of his destiny. He stands on the
threshold of emancipation with two paths before him. One path leads back to the world of
temporal experiences and pleasures (bhoga), the other to the end of sorrows and final
emancipation (yoga). If he falters in his yamas and niyamas at this point, he is seduced by
pleasures and falls from the grace of yoga (anavasthitatva) . If his devotion (bhakti)
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is absolute then he remains unmoved by temptations, answers the call of the Self and
attains eternal emancipation (kaivalya).

THE 3 CHANGES I TRANSFORMATIONS OF MIND FOR MEDITATION (YS 3.9 pgs. 175179)
nirodha parinama
samadhi parinama
ekagrata parinama

Transformation of ...
restraint
Tranquility, meditative
one-pointed

Man's consciousness is normally turbulent because it alternates between the restraining and
outgoing polarities of activity and rest, inhibition and exhibition, inwardliness of mind and
outwardliness. The transformation of mind from these polarities toward quietude is begun by
restraint: the waning of worldliness and the waxing of "inworldliness." To overcome these
polarities. the mind gives up its all-pointedness by practicing restraint. From restraint the
mind evolves toward tranquility and one- pointedness. These transformations should be
thought of as a harmonious flux rather than a series of steps.
The normal and meditative transformations of mind can be likened to the functioning of
an auto-focus camera. In normal consciousness, the camera is continually swung around
moving from object to object in quick succession . There is not even time for the objects to
come into focus as the camera is continually moving. In the meditative transformations of
mind, the camera is held steady which is nirodha pari nama . Once the camera is steady only
one image fills the frame (of mind). In the first moment of steadiness the image is blurry. as
the auto-focus mechanism has not had time to function. However, if the camera continues to
be held steady then the image begins to come into focus. This process of
sharpening the image is samadhi parinama. If this steadiness is maintained still longer the
focusing reaches its final fixed state and the picture is now in sharp focus. This is
ekagrata parinama (single pointed transformation) .
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THE 3 CHANGES I TRANSFORMATIONS OF MATTER
(YS 3.9-3.16 pg . 175-190)

dharma parinama
laksana parinama
avastha parinama

Type of change
characteristic

Example of pot
earth to clay

Temporal
potential pot

attributory

clay topot

actual p_ot

change of state

pot to potshards

latent pot

The above paragraph mentioned the meditative modifications of mind. Parallel
modifications take place in elemental matter and the body and senses. The following
illustration may elucidate the concept of changes in matter.
A pot is made up of earth. The earth has to undergo a characteristi c change to become
clay. Without becoming clay the earth cannot become a pot. This i s dharma parinama.
The potter shapes the clay into a pot with a wheel, a stick and hands. The pot can be seen
evolving on the potter's wheel. Moment to moment the pot is in the process of
becoming. The clay is constanty changing throughout the process of becoming. These are
called attributory changes. Finally the pot becomes and is ready for use after baking. This
is laksana parinama.
The pot continues to remain a pot for some len gth of time- for years or at least
months. However the pot is not changeless. Moment to moment changes are taking
place and the pot is giving up its newness and taking up oldness. This process ulti mately
ends in the breaking of the pot into potshards. Since the broken pot can no longer hold
water it has undergone a fund amental change in state. The pot state is gone and t he
potshard state has emerged . This is avasth a parinama .
However, the inherent material - the earth- is there in all the phases: potential, actual
and latent. All of material creation und ergoes these changes .
In asana, there i s a ch aracteristi c change in one's pose if one does i t on eself or one is
skillfully put into the pose by the hands of an expert. Though the asana is maintained for
some period of time, there would be constant attributory changes occurring though we
would continue to call the asana by only one name. But when the asana is terminated
there is a change in state. The asana can be understood in its potential, actual and latent
phases as undergoing a threefold change.
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THE 3 BODIES
(YS pg. 10)
Body
karya sarira
suksma sarira

Status of body
gross
subtle

Contents
body, mind and
transmigrating
sublimal
intelligence
impressions (vasana)

karana sarira

causal

atma paramatma

The human body exists in three planes: gross, subtle and causal. The gross body is made
up of elemental matter (earth, water, fire, air, ether) and the 7 dhatus explained earlier.
The gross body consists of 5 organs of perception, 5 organs of action, anatomy and
physiology, the physical structure of the senses and the worldly mind generated by the
brain. Modem science has endeavored to understand the gross body but it is still not
completely discovered. The gross body is also referred to as the anamaya kosha. This
body comes into existence at the time of conception and ends with death.
The subtle body consists of invisible aspects. This body is not limited to one lifespan but
has been in existence from time without beginning. This is the transmigrating body that
consists of:
• 5 faculties of sensation: smell, taste, form, touch, sound (behind
•
•
•
•
•

five jnanendriyas)
5 faculties of action: locomotion, grasping, speech, bliss, procreation (behind
five karmendriyas)
5 tanmatras or infra-atomic particles of: smell, taste, shape, touch, sound
5 elements: earth, water, fire, air, ether (these are formed from the 5
tanmatras)
Cosmic intelligence
Cosmic mind

Thus there are 17 aspects of the subtle body. It is also this transmigrating body that is
the receptacle of our past karmas and an archive of our past experiences. Our past
actions in the form of impressions (samskaras) give rise to tendencies (vasanas) that are
expressed in the current and future lives. Depending on the mix of vicious and virtuous
tendencies, they may be expressed by reincarnating in any of the three worlds:
terrestrial, celestial and infernal. The yogi primarily needs to work on this body- the one
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which transmigrates life after life. Just as the gross body requires food, activity,
cleansing, exercise, rest etc., the subtle body also requires those things- but in their
subtle form. There are several modes of japa (repetition of mantras) to suit the different
requirements of the subtle body. Mysticism says that japa sadhana provides all that is
required for the subtle body: food, water, shelter, exercise, respite, rest and sleep.
Therefore in higher levels of yoga practice japa is of paramount importance. Through
yoga and mysticism the sadhaka can manipulate the subtle body, facilitating its
evolution. The gross and subtle bodies have at their center a seed: the causal body. The
gross and subtle bodies are peripheral to the causal body, which is at the core of
existence. The subtle and causal bodies are metaphysical. They are the individual and
universal self (divinity) respectively. They are eternal, immutable, indestructible
principles also called the atma and the paramatma. There is never any dissipation or
increase of energy since they are immutable principles. The Upanishads say the soul
(atma) neither sleeps, eats, nor is eaten. Unlike the gross and subtle bodies, the causal
body doesn't require food, water, rest, exercise, sleep, etc. Ultimately the whole yogic
endeavor is to attain soulhood.
THE 4 PHASES OR STATES OF AFFLICTIONS
(YS 2.04 pg. 107)
Qrasupta
tanu

dormant
attenuated

vichinna
udara

alternating
fully active

At every point in time, each of the kleshas (except avidya) exists in one of these four
phases or states. They might be dormant as in the case of a brute who has gone to sleep.
They might be attenuated by yoga sadhana. They might be alternating . For example,
when a man is infatuated but is suddenly overcome with anger, the infatuation is
eclipsed.
He has alternated between infatuation and anger. This is the alternating phase.
Or a klesha might be in the fully active phase. When a klesha is in the fully active phase it is
completely actualized or manifest in body, mind, senses, and expressions of feelings
(gestures). From the yogic point of view we are all sick with the kleshas- even if we do not
feel them. Though they may not be felt, they always exist in one of these four phases until
the threshold of liberation is crossed .
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